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The N'th Foot in War.

CHAPTER I.

OFF TO WAR.

War was the topic of the day at old Fort

Blank. War, cruel, relentless war, with all

its attendant horrors and ncjthing less, could

appease the bloodthirsty sons of Alars sta-

tioned at that historic old post.

Since the days of Capt. Charles King, with

their Indian outbreaks, midnight alarms and

swift dashes after refractory redskins, nothing

had ever so completely demoralized the calm

serenity of that peaceful old post.

Youngsters discussed the all-important ques-

tion, using such phrases as ''Disgrace to our

national honor," ''Casus belli," and other
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equally sonorous periods, for which they were

indebted to the columns of the great dailies.

The old war dogs looked wise, and with sur-

prising originality remarked that war was a

terrible thing, gradually warmed up and said

things not usually found in print, swore that

the country was going to the devil and that

they would retire—as soon as they got their

promotions—and then went home to pack their

field kits and wait for orders. The ladies

were immensely indignant. It was just like

a man to want to go traipsing around fighting,

just when summer was coming on and all

their plans were made.

The men were restless, consumed immense

quantities of beer at the canteen, and longed

for a chance at ''them damn dagoes." Lunches

and dinner were forgotten, while the cook dis-

cussed the horrors of the Maine with her next-

door neighbor. W^hen prepared, they grew

cold, while the excited masters evolved and

expounded the proper national policy. Mrs.

Senior Captain solemnly affirmed that unless
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something happened and happened quickly, she

would have to leave the warlike partner of her

joys. This calamity was happily averted.

Just after retreat, when the post had sus-

pended hostilities temporarily and were en-

gaged in satisfying their more material long-

ings, the order came.

Officers' call rang out from the Adjutant's

office. Officers jumped up from the dinner

table, and tore in mad haste across the plain

to where the tall trumpeter, totally regardless

of apoplexy, was blowing the call over and

over again. The ladies came flocking out in

wake of their excited lords, and relieved their

feelings in a few friendly tears.

In the excitement and confusion of the mo-

ment all old scores were forgotten, and stately

Mrs. Adjutant mingled her tears with those

of little Mrs. Junior Second Lieutenant, and

all was joyful, hysterical, tearful, delirious ex-

citement.

Over in the office, "the Old Man" was pac-

ing slowly up and down. Gray in the service.
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his fine old face kindled and his eyes bright-

ened, just as they had in '62, when, a stripling

at the Point, he had chafed under restraint and

Icnged for graduation to give him his liberty.

The Adjutant, small, nervous and bald, was

balancing in his big office chair in imminent

danger of breaking his neck, as he studied the

code book and expectorated generously and

impartially in the waste basket and cuspidor.

There wasn't much in the order. It does not

require a lengthy order to send our Regulars

flying, bag and baggage, across the country,

especially when they are brimming over with

the accumulated enthusiasm of weeks.

The men were wildly cheering on their com-

pany porches, and searching their pockets for

stray dimes in anticipation of an extra session

at the canteen that evening-.

Eager, questioning eyes awaited each as they

strolled back across the green parade, and from

those eyes the excitement of the moment

sparkled through a mist of tears. Field kits

were packed for the last time that night, and
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loving hands helped to arrange the bare neces-

sities of field life.

The next day the Regiment was in its shirt

sleeves. It rolled, it packed, it swore, it per-

spired. Big, six-mule army wagons wound in

and out of the post and added to the seeming

confusion as they hauled the regimental bag-

gage to the little town near by, to be loaded.

In the over-exuberance of the moment an

itinerant organ grinder and his attendant

'monk" were mobbed by the small boys of the

post, under the mistaken impression that they

were avenging the Maine and assailing our

country's foe. After the proper and usual

amount of swearing had been done, and the

baggage had all been loaded, the Regiment

emerged from chaos, sat down, wiped its per-

spiring brow, and contemplated the prospects

over foaming schooners of beer.

What excitement reigned when the Regi-

ment, in heavy marching order, formed for

the last time on that dear old green parade!

Every command rang out clearly and each com-
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pany moved to its accustomed place with the

precision of machinery. There was a buoyancy

ir each step, a Hghtness in each heart, born of

the knowledge that the weary years of train-

ing had not been wasted. Many a gallant fel-

low marched bravely forth, all unmindful of

the lonely grave awaiting him in the jungles

of far-away Cuba.

Providence is kind to the w^arrior, for in such

moments when the mind would naturally turn

to graver channels, it soothes the troubled heart

wuth enthusiasm and drops before the eye a

glittering veil of glory.

The little town was waiting patiently to give

the departing heroes ''a proper and decent send-

off," as Big Henry, the faro dealer, expressed

it.

The butcher hung up his cleaver, wiped his

hands, grabbed his big bass horn, gave a few

preliminary snorts by w^ay of practice, and

hastened forth to rend the air with patriotic

melody. The baker and the candlestick-

maker^ and the other musical talent, joined
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him, and soon their united efforts brought out

the throngs, to watch for the last time their

warrior brethren marching through their

streets.

The city troops turned out and performed

wonderful and unheard-of maneuvers as they

escorted us to the train. The school children

sang songs and waved flags as we passed. The

G. A. R. hobbled out under their tattered

banner, and cheered the troops marching away,

as they had marched to war. At the train

the scene was heartrending. Grief was uncon-

fined. Tears flowed unrestrainedly. Some

wept from pure patriotism, others from senti-

ment, and yet others from sympathy. Some

wept when they thought of the unpaid accounts

on their books and their decreased source of

income.

Ah, the Army Woman, God bless her. There

she stood, her heart breaking with the agony

of the parting, smiling bravely, and making

vicious little dabs at the eyes which would be-

come misty in spite of her efforts.
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The band played, and the small boy uncorked

his enthusiasm in wild yells for "Cuba Libre,"

and admonished us to ''remember the ]\Iaine."

A whistle blew. Each wife and sweetheart

was clasped in a last, long embrace, and a wild

dash for the train ensued, only to discover that

ir was a switch engine. Another respite only

prolonged the agony, and the embracing act

again ensued, at the whistle of an approach-

ing freight, and to the » infinite amusement

of the small boy.

''All aboard" grates harshly on the car. A
last, long embrace, a last. l<nig kiss on the dear

little tear-stained face struggling so bravely

to smile, and we are off.

As the forms of dear ones fade away in the

distance and familiar scenes roll past us, there

is no place in our hearts for our country.

Thoughts of loved ones struggle to crush

those of country, and the struggle glorifies the

soldiers' sacrifice.

Patriotism is a most wonderful thing. A
man may have been a peaceful, law-abiding
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person, who wouM faint at the thought of kill-

ing a chicken; 6ut let him once become

thoroughly imbued with patriotism and he im-

mediately conceives an intense desire to spill

some one's blood.

He longs with all his heart to throw himself

upon his country's foe, and wave the Stars

and Stripes triumphant mid scenes of blood and

carnage, and then see his picture at the top of a

two-column article.

If patriotism and opportunity would only

attack a man in conjunction, any man could be

a hero.

But even patriotism needs a little bolstering

now and then, in the shape of something which

is followed by a smack of the lips and a chaser.

One of those times comes to a man when he

begins to realize that he is speeding away from

a week-old bride, at the rate of fifty miles an

hour, toward a place where men are busily

shooting, shooting at each other, and not for

fun or records. Thoughts of brides of longer
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standing, and brides in prospective, seem to

have a similar effect.

So we found it, and in half an hour every

man was industriously engaged in the bolster-

ing process, in which the ice-water tank played

a prominent supplcmcntarv part.

Town after town tlew past, and each vied

with the others in burning powder and making

a noise in our honor. When by chance a stop

was made, the scene was confusion. Bands

played. School children sang ])atri()tic hymns

with all their fervent little hearts. Senti-

mental young ladies hovered around, and vol-

leyed us with languishing smiles. Others less

sentimental, but more energetic, attacked us in

an eft'ort to separate us from our buttons, our

straps, or anything else which apj^ealed to them

as souvenirs. ILad we not guarded ourselves

with the cfreatest viirilance, we would have been

sent to meet our country's foe clad in little

more than was Mother Eve, when she began to

look for fig leaves.

As the shades of night began to close in on
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us, the stops became less frequent and patriot-

ism began to slump. The canteen officer, with

admirable foresight, was prepared for just such

an emergency, and from some unknown source

he produced vast quantities of the great re-

storer. Patriotism picked up a point or two,

and until late at night rose steadily and with

decided satisfaction, to the local market.

The next morning the real terrors of war

began to assail us, and thoughts of patriotism

mingled confusedly with those of bands, one-

armed veterans and emi)ty bottles. The Regi-

ment's only desire in life was to find a soft

place on which to lay its weary head. An

occasional stop, with more bands, more noise

and more cheers, revived our drooping spirits,

and we ventured forth upon these occasions to

mingle with our admiring and envious fellow

men. We were in the land of Dixie, and be-

witching southern smiles restored our self-con-

fidence, and caused our breasts to swell with

pride. But our pride did not make us exclusive,

and we yielded up our buttons as a tribute to
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southern beauty and grace. The conversation

during these transfers would not have met w ith

approval by those we had left behind, and

could it have been overheard we would have

been bereft of much sympathy on their part.

To all appearances it was a regiment of

bachelors, and many a loving wife would have

been transfixed with horror and grief could

she have heard her very existence denied, most

strenuously, to some smiling southern beauty.

It was with a sigh of relief that we rolled

into Chattanooga one bright Spring morning,

and attacked the spring chicken in the neigh-

boring lunch-rooms. We had been told that

we would have fifteen minutes for breakfast.

In fifteen minutes the train started, and in two

minutes it stop^-ed. This was the programme

during the day, and at seven o'clock that even-

ing we pulled into the historic old park, after

having accomplished twelve miles. It was

dark, and a Bowery fight would have been an

absolute calm, in comparison to the confusion

which reigned. A thunder-shower added to
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the pleasure of the momen':. **If this be war,"

moaned a youngster, as he floundered knee-

deep in a mud-puddle, "give me peace." The

men climbed the mountainside and pitched

their shelter-tents, where they could. The

officers, having no shelter-tents to pitch, stood

around and considered.

Some of us, in consideration of a good

American dollar apiece, obtained cold fried

eggs and coffee, and a concession of the parlor

floor in a neighboring farmhouse. Two

youngsters found a freight car half-filled with

loose hay, shook hands with each other over the

luck, and went to sleep. The next morning

they awoke to find themselves twenty miles

from Chattanooga, speeding northward. They

had the honor of making the first forced march

of the war.

Morning found us a miserable looking lot of

heroes. A survey of our surroundings did not

improve our rufiled tempers. Our historic

surroundings failed to inspire us. Our bag-

gage had been unloaded for us. It was piled
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beside the road, tangled and mixed beyond de-
scription, and the language which the Quarter-
master used has gone down in the regimental

traditions as a model of its class.

No man spoke kindly to his fellow men that

day. Communication was brief, emphatic, and
not of the drawing-room variety. Evening
found order restored, and good-will reigning,

as we sat around our camp-fires and smoked,
at peace with all the world.

Each incoming train brought other regi-

ments, and we clasped the hands of comrades
of other days. There, under the shadow of
grim old Lookout, surrounded on every hand
by noble shafts, mute reminders of past
triumphs of our flag, was gathered the nucleus
of that splendid corps which was to bear the

Stars and Stripes to glorious victory in the
tropical jungles of far-away Cuba.
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CHAPTER II.

IN SOUTHERN CAMPS.

After more than thirty years' of peace-

ful slumber, old Lookout was once more awak-

ened to the sounds of martial music. How

surprised that grim old peak must have been at

the sight of the multitudes of funny, fussy

little men who wqre storming and raging

around around its base, and how shocked the

old fellow must have been at the impolite lan-

guage those little men were using. The old

campaigners went their respective ways with

the wisdom born of experience, and the young

ones who evinced too much interest were

spoken to harshly. The language used was

not of the kind prescribed in the Army Regula-

tions.

The sulphurous haze which hung over Chick-

amauga Park puzzled the weather prophets
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for miles around. It is a strange thing that

other professions can be exercised in the lan-

guage of the drawing-room, but deprive the

Army at times like this of its profane vocab-

ulary, and it becomes a grand mechanism

without the motive power, a ship without a

rudder. This state of affairs is not wholly

without its good features, for it inspires one

with the idea of letting other people attend

to their own business.

Gradually the tangle began to be unwound,

and the scene to assume an aspect of calm,

while the Army cooled down and indulged in

the language of their civilized brethren.

Work w^as begun in earnest, and the days be-

came one long drill. We skirmished over that

park with a zeal that would have put an end

to the war, right there, could the enemy have

seen our wonderful performances. We scaled

precipitous heights and plunged through under-

brush with a vigor and agility which played sad

havoc with our wardrobes. But it was not all

work—for when the shades of night had fallen,
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there was many a quiet little time, which made

reveille anything but a popular institution.

Then, too, there are certain social duties in

the Army, which even the rigors of war do

not suspend. The Regiment felt socially in-

clined. Strikers were called in. Shoes were

shined and buckles brightened. The fatal hour

arrived, and the Regiment, arrayed in its best

bib and tucker, its face cleanly shaven, set forth

to call upon the Commanding General. In

solemn procession, the Colonel at the head, the

youngest ''shavetail" at the end, and the band

bringing up the rear, they proceeded, accumu-

lating dignity and thirst as they progressed.

This was highly unnecessary on the part of

the youngsters, at least, for their newly ac-

quired dignity was destined to ooze away

during the performance, and their thirst to

be ungratified.

The General was expecting us. He had

been notified of the impending honor, for Gen-

erals have peculiar ideas about people drop-
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ping in on them and catching them in their

shirt sleeves or taking a nap.

So the General was at home. We were in-

troduced, and the General was glad to see us.

He said so; and he looked so pleased, that the

youngsters effaced themselves and faded away

to mingle with the scenery. The band came

in sight, took the centre of the stage, and strug-

gled with something high-class and befitting

the occasion, while the youngsters had an

equally unsuccessful conllict with their thirsts

in the background.

In mingling with our civilian brethren we

have acquired some of tlicir idi(\syncrasies,

and we smiled sweetly as we bade the General

good-bye, and told him what a delightful time

we had had.

Practical instruction was not confined to the

mere routine duty.

There are elements of a soldier's education

which are not prescribed in the technical liter-

titure of the ])rofession.

For the purpose of investigating subjects
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not strictly military in character, but eminently

important, several organizations came into ex-

istence, and among the more prominent ones

was the Hunt Club. The Hunt Clul) was not

of the pink-coat and anise-seed variety. It was

spontaneous in its origin, and a result (^f a pro-

found discussion of the proper method of pur-

suing and slaying the 'possum. It was niaui-

tained by the Senior Captain that the brute

only could be successfully hunted with a lantern

and a gunny sack.

In this he was seconded by the Kid. who

backed up his ideas with a lengthy and force-

ful discussion of the peculiar hypnotical in-

tUience which lights were known to exert at

night upon animals.

He ventured to assert that he could demon-

strate the truth of his theory, and that if the

Senior Captain would lend his assistance, he

would take pleasure in a ])ractical illustration,

which would in addition afford a pleasant

change in diet for the mess. The Senior Ca])-

tain seemed much pleased to find such warm
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suDport for his argument, and volunteered

every assistance in his power.

The Kid even went so far as to scour the

/leighboring farms for sweet ])otatoes. which

p.re popularly supposed to he the i)ro])er ac-

companiments at the final ohsecpiies of the

*possum.

The night was dark, and everything hade

fair for a most successful run for the C luh.

It was decided that the Kid slmnTd hold the

hag and ctTect the ca|)ture of the anim:il in

order that a possible faihu'c might n« a he at-

tributed to the lack of skill.

lie coufessed that it was his first attemjit

at the practical deiiKMistration of his theory,

hut stated that he had inijilicit confidence in

the veracity of the authorities 'mi the subject,

lie was accordingh' stationed in a dark ravine,

about two miles from camp, with bag and lan-

tern, and formidably armed with an extra-sized

tent-pin, with which to slay the game.

Then it was that the Club seemed to lose

interest in the performance, for instead of
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driving the 'jx)ssums, as was originally ag^reed.

thev sought the comforts of the camp-fire, and

left the Kid to a solitary vigil. It was argued

that it was the Kid's theory, the glory of its

demonstration would all helong to hiiu, and

that therefore he should be allowed to pursue

his investigation, undisturbed. In the matter

of results, the Club was destined to disappoint-

ment, for when the Kid returned, two hours

later, he was singularly reticent, and like a

famous warri<»r of old, retired to his tent.

The fame of our Club was noised about,

and the Kid was the reci])ient of nuich and

sincere condolence from the neighboring regi-

ments. The organizatic^n became poi)ular, and

a branch chapter was installed among the dusky

warriors of a neighboring regiment, but with

(litYerent ends in \iew. and with disastrous

results. Their efTorts. like ours, were confined

to one run. from which they returned laden

with chickens from a Georgia farm, and buck-

shot from the owner's trusty shot gun.

The meet of the Hunt Club having proved
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a disappointment, from a scientific standpoint,

we directed our efforts in another and more in-

teresting pursuit. This resulted in the Order

of Intellectual Improvement.

For a time its sessions were lengthy and

largely attended. The interest in the organi-

zation varied inversely with the distance from

Vay-day, and the system of monthly payments

was the ultimate cause of the downfall of the

Club.

A vast army was being raised, while we were

patiently waiting for another order to move

to the front. Governors of States were offer-

ing regiment after regiment of eager volun-

teers, in response to the President's call.

Glittering stars were daily dropping from

the Congressional firmament. Meteoric dis-

plays and other astronomical phenomenon were

never watched with the feverish interest with

which we witnessed the stellar downpour upon

the shoulders around us. Alany a gray-haired

old veteran, whose life had been limited by

Western plains, and his ambition by the silver
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eagles of the colonelcy, found himself wearing

the mystic star, the goal of every soldier's

hopes. The pride and joy with which a regi-

ment saw its grizzled old chief attain the

coveted star, was mingled with sincere regret

at the loss of one for whom respect and ad-

miration had grown to be a second nature.

The Regiment was sitting around its camp-

fires. The officers were drawing upon their

imaginations in a vain endeavor to predict what

was going to happen next, and the men over

in the canteen were paying their respects to a

fresh consignment of beer, when an orderly,

message in belt, dashed up and asked for the

Colonel. He was directed to headquarters, and

a moment later the Adjutant emerged from

the Colonel's tent. Approaching us, he said

:

''Gentlemen, the General desires your

presence at his tent;" and he hurried away, to

turn out the band.

A wild cheer arose from every throat, and

an undignified dash was made to shake the

hand of "our General," in sincere congratula-
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lion. He was standing in the moonhght i>e-

fore his tent, stalwart and erect, as though

the weight of years on his shoulders had been

suddenly halved. It was in silence that we

grasped his hand, and each heart spoke in the

clasp.

The band liad hastily em|)tied their scho(')n-

ers, and were tronping uj) t<> heachjuartcrs.

When they had exhausted their repertoire, from

'The Conquering Hero" to **A H(^t Time."

the Adjutant remarked that the refreshments

were spoiling, and led the wav to the mess-

tent, where we stood uj) and pledged the health

and future success of the General, until

thoughts of reveille drove us reluctantly to

our beds.

We were living in constant ex{)cctancv,

eagerly grasping everything which seemed to

indicate a move to the south.

The Xavy was winning new laurels every

day, and was being as frequently damned by

the Army for their energy. We lived in con-

stant dread that thev would end it all before
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we could get a chance, and we decided that the

Spaniards referred to the Navy, when they

spoke of "Yankee pij^s."

Occasionally a re^"iment would receive its

orders, and woukl march joyfully away, while

its less fortunate comrades looked on with

envy, and then sulked back to their tents to

wait.

We talked of Tam])a and dreamed of Tampa

—not that we cared a snap of our t'lni^ers about

that dirty little town, except that it was the

jumpinii-off place for Cuba—and we were

anxious to reach the latter place before the

Xavy had nailed it to its masts and sailed

away.

It was with yells and cheers and unbounded

<A-lii,dit that we reci\ed our order one nii^dit

to proceed to 'ranii)a. and there to join the

famous Fifth Corps. If we had been slow

in starting, our progress after the start could

only be characterized as retn^gressive. The

railroad companies did not share our enthu-

siasm or our hurry, and we jogged along at
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a wildly peaceful gait. We had ample time

for the contemplation of Florida scenery,

swamps and alligators. But Florida, at least

the part along the railroad, is not intended 1)V

nature to encourage loitering. Our views on

the subject were freely expressed, and were

received by the railroad officials and the natives

with anything but enthusiasm. Finally, one

hot Sunda}' morning we arri\ed, and sj)ont that

glorious tro])icc'd Sal)l)ath in anything but an

orthodox manner. A man is lial)le to forget

the future disposition of his soul, in the ab-

sorbing problem of loading the ct^ntents (^f

two freight cars on one army wagon, with

the thermometer at one hundred, and the sand

knee deep.

To do the soldier justice, it must l)e said

that ordinarily he is a peaceful, inoffensive

man, who can be all(^wed to roam at large with-

out fear of his illuminating his surroundings

with lurid Hashes of strong language. But,

when he rolls up his sleeve and hangs out his

busy-day card, it is time for people with sensi-
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tive dispositions to take them and go off by

themselves.

Night found us encamped, and wandering

forth in search of supper and a bath. In the

search for supper we were successful, but the

meal was a severe strain on the self-respect of

our stomachs. After hours of patient plod-

ding and anxious inquiry, we found a native,

who volunteered the information that the town

boasted of two public bath tubs, but that one

of them was out of order. We promptly

secured his services as a guide in the search for

the other one, and arrived to find eleven men

waiting impatiently, and yelling at the men in

the tub to hurry.

The Hunt Club again enjoyed a short-lived

existence, until we had succeeded in partially

exterminating the numerous varieties of bugs

which infested our tents. One night the re-

port of a ritle was heard in a neighboring regi-

ment, and the bullet went whistling merrily

through our camp. A wild-eyed youngster

came flying out of his tent. *'My God!" he
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cried, "I'm not going to stay around in this

cussed country—look what that bug did to my

tent;" and he pointed to the place where the

bullet had passed through the canvas.

When we left our posts, and were speeding

to the front, the enthusiasm with which we

were greeted had created in us the imj)rcssi()n

that the country was simply hul)hling and siz-

zling in the throes of red-hut patriotism, and

that there was nothing too good for the men

who were going forth to defend its honor witli

their lives. It remained for 'rami)a t«> disil-

lusion us on that score. Their patriotic en-

deavors were limited to a partially successful

efifort to relieve us of as much of our pay as

was consistent with remaining within the pale

of the law. Business boomed. Pie factories

and beer saloous multiplied and increased, and

the Street Railway Couipany paid the first

dividend in the history of its existence.

It is a strange thing that there are so many

people in these United States who are eager to

help the soldier dispose of his money to their
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advantage. They seem to think that he is

incapable of hanclHng his thirteen dollars a

month, and that he will take it and lead a life

of dissipation or try to corner the stock market.

At night the streets of Tampa were

picturesque with their stalwart blue-shirted

soldiers, comic-opera Cuban patriots, and the

queer half-and-half mixture which composes

the native population. The soldiers ate pies

and drank beer and generally enjoyed them-

selves amid their strange surroundings, while

the tradesmen smiled and rolled up their bank

accounts.

Regiments arrived daily—almost hourly

—

and a vast tented city grew up on all sides.

The Rough Riders came in, and monopolized

everyone's attention.

War correspondents planned and executed

brilliant campaigns on paper, sent them off

to electrify the country, and then sat down to

do it all over again, until an official muzzle,

ir the shape of a censor, gave the country a
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rest and the Army a chance to do its own plan-

ning.

In tlie meantime we spent our days in en-

deavoring to extract information from any ap-

parently fruitful source, and packed and un-

packed according to rumor.

Each rumor would send a batch of farewell

letters northward, to anxious wives and sweet-

hearts. Poor women ! How they must have

suffered under the strain of those oft-repeated

and fond farewells. Each began with "This

is probably the last you will hear from me," etc..

or, '*I write this while packing."

One bright genius, after having strained his

intellect in various touching farewells of loftv

and patriotic periods, hit upon the expedieni

of wiring to his anxious wife upon subsequent

occasions: ''Off; read farewell of third inst.
;"

or, ''Good-bye; see letter of the twenty-

ninth."

What a sigh must have gone up from those

poor harassed women, when they realized that

at last we were disposed of.
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About this time Admiral Dewey ran into

Manila Bay and captured a Spanish fleet and

an additional star or two. Most of us had

\ague, schoolday conceptions of Manila, but

whether it was in connection with a town, or a

grade of rope, we were at a loss to say. City

or rope, it was all right, and we swelled ac-

cordingly and becomingly with pride.

When the time hung heavily on our hands

we amused ourselves watching the Cuban

patriots. Their picturesque uniforms and herce

expressions savored of comic opera. No man

could be a good patriot without immense top-

boots and a traihng machete. These, with a

broad-brimmed hat, adorned with the Cuban

cockade, constituted the patriot. They dis-

coursed eloquently and profusely of "Cuba

Libre," and spent the nightj in singing the

battle-hymns of their country. Anyone who

could sing those songs and look pleased at the

same time, was certainly imbued with an im-

mense amount of something queer.

An expedition sailed away somewhere and
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came back, having suffered no loss except, pos-

sibly, of confidence.

It finally came to the point where it was

exceedingly dangerous to father a rumor. The

man with information ''straight," was received

with cold indifference. Each individual con-

sidered that he had been purp<:>sely tritlcd with

by the War Department, and firmly resolved

to maintain a haughty and indifferent atti-

tude, which woul 1 indicate the extent to which

his feeling had be^n injured. This attitude on

our part and the desire on the part of the W^ar

Department to conciHate us. undoubtedly hast-

ened our departure.

There is nothing particularly disturbing in

the sight of men warming up and losing their

tempers, for they will cool off and forget their

grievances ; but when everybody, from Colonel

to Kitchen Police, become cold and indifferent,

it is time to send them on a practice march, or

do something to warm them up and break the

spell.

So we marched to the train without a thrill.
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It was just another trap on the part of the War
Department to make us disturb the domestic

quietude of our homes with another farewell,

and experience had made us wise.
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CHAPTER III.

LIFE UN A TRANSPORT.

When we arrived at Port Tampa and our

train rolled slowly out upon the long pier, we

gazed upon a scene such as had never been wit-

nessed in the history of the country, and which

will probably never again be seen upon such a

scale.

A line of transports was drawn up on the

bay side of the pier, waiting to receive the

eager men who were swarming from the trains.

The ])ier was literally alive with men. Trains

were steaming in, bringing regiment after regi-

ment, to deposit them on top of the preceding

ones.

A regiment would arrive and commence to

unload with an energy b(^rn of desperation,

and by the time that they were lialf-unloaded
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would find themselves speeding back to Tampa.

The result of this was that there was a motley

collection of baggage from most of the regi -

ments of the service, scattered the entire length

of the long pier, while the regiments them-

selves were to be found anywhere from Tampa

to the port. Companies marched hither and

thither; the men growled and swore, and the

officers yelled themselves into an epileptic con-

dition. Everyone was making the effort of

his life to get himself and his baggage aboard

intact.

Those who were not on board were yelling

as though their embarkation depended solely

u])()n the intensity of their vocal efforts, and

those already on board were yelling delightedly

in appreciation of tlie scene.

It was with a long-drawn sigh that the Regi-

ment untangled itself from this array, found

its transport and got aboard, and then prepared

to get its sea-legs in operation.

The fact that breakfast and lunch had been

solely creations of our imaginations, began
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to dawn on us. We instituted a search for

something more substantial than the cavalry-

man's breakfast—a stretch and a cigar.

The Inn at the Port had been exhausted

and the culinary department had gone on

strike. We appealed to the landlord with tears

in our eyes. He had locked his doors, and was

prepared to sell his life, since that was all that

he had left to dispose of. The look of despera-

tion on his face seemed to indicate that he did

not value that highly. An enterprising i)arty

succeeded in effecting an entrance by the ])ack

door, which had been left unguarded. Find-

ing himself a victim of strategy, the landlord

gave up, and compromised on canned lobster

and claret punches, for which lie refused pay-

ment, to the intense amazement of the energetic

party.

The programme was varied but little during

the night, and morning found most of the

expedition embarked. A few finishing touches,

and at noon we cast loose, to steam slowly out

into the Bay.
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As we churned slowly along, threading our

way in and out among the transports alreadv

lying at anchor, our emotions were many,

varied and altogether soul-racking. On each

transport the band was indulging in some strain

of patriotic melody, while the men swarmed

on deck and climbed into the rigging to fill

the air with strong, lusty cheers. Here a gun-

boat floated quietly, like some athlete resting

before his struggle, its glistening decks alive

with white-hatted, bare-footed jackies, who

gazed curiously at their soldier brethren and

yelled delightedly.

There our flagship was majestically gliding

along, through a thunder of cheers and the con-

tmuous roar and roll of salutes. With the

stately measures of ''America" were mingled

the quick, catchy strains of "A Hot Time,"

while the incomparable "Stars and Stripes"

kept each foot patting to its spirited melody.

The proud sense of power swelled in our

breasts; the first thrill of the keen delight of

the warrior's joy thrilled us.
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The slow ghding of the ship, the medley

of music, the sight of the magnificent fleet of

vessels lying on the dancing blue water of the

Bay transported us, made us forget the present,

and live in the glory of a fame-stained future.

We passed a hospital ship. On its decks sat

groups of deft-lingered nurses, preparing and

lolling the bandages which later were to check

the flow of lifeblood of son\e of the thought-

less, gallant fellows sailing by.

The sight caused a temporary tumble from

the exalted height of our conflicting emotions.

We stopped swelling with pride and patriotism,

r-nd began to consider the possibilities of one

of those bandages adornmg our respective per-

sons. We mentally selected the portions of

our anatomies in which we preferred to receive

oui dose of lead, in case such an event was

destini'd to occur. A silent prayer went up

from each that he might have his share in the

arm or leg. A man can be a passable hero

with an arm in a sling, or even on a crutch,

but long, lingering hours on a hospital cot
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curtail a man's opportunities of being properly

lionized.

So we pondered, battling with our emotions

as we went our way.

When night closed in around us, our trans-

port lay far down the Bay, awaiting an order

to pass out and take its place in line.

On board all was quiet and contentment.

The usual batch of farewell letters were being

conscientiously prepared, with which to stuff

the capacious packets of the pilot on the mor-

row.

At one of the long dining tables a party

of youngsters were engaged in an equally con-

scientious effort to sustain their respective

ideas anent the great American game. All

were silent and equally mdustrious. A gun-

boat came dancing by w^ith the pleasing news,

expressed in the soothing tones of a mega-

phone, that a fleet of Spanish gunboats was

outside of the bar, and that all transports would

mimediately return to the docks at the Port.
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The farewells began to assume an aspect of

realism.

*'Are they shooting yet," inquired a young-

ster, as he finished peeling off his draw.

''No, you idiot," was the reply from an ex-

cited officer, who was hanging over the rail

with an expression that indicated that he was

momentarily expecting to find himself looking

down the muzzle of an eight-inch Spanish gun.

''Well, what in thunder do you mean by dis-

turbing us, then," growled the youngster, as

he laid down his hand and raked in the chijis.

"Don't you know that there are times in a

man's life when he rises above the realm of such

material things?"

The excited individual did not seem to ap-

preciate the sacredncss of the niMnicnt he had

interru])ted, and retired to his stateroom, where

he was afterwards discovered attired in his

pajamas and a life-preserver, patiently await-

ing the end.

The fleet of belligerent gunboats failed to
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materialize, and we missed the excitement of a

midnig-ht bath.

We went back to the docks, however, where

we loaded on another regiment or so, a few

guns and a couple of barrels of quinine, and

Llien waited.

We were becoming the best of waiters, and

no amount of delay could disturb our equanim-

ity.

A rumor was circulated to the effect that

the supply of liquids on board was running

low. A committee was at once delegated to

consult with the steward < »n this important

(juestion. The interview resulted in the imi)art-

mg of a few statistics on the part oi the com-

mittee and a hasty trip ashore on the part of

the steward. He came back with two boat

loads, and confidence was restored. To some

this may seem to have been unnecessary, but to

those versed in the arts of war, its importance

was manifest.

Esprit du corps demanded that the Regi-

ment's patriotism be unquestioned, and sucli
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an important element cuuld not be neglected.

It was during this delay of a week that the

Regiment was assailed with the "Will" craze.

It became possessed with an intense desire to

endow some one with all its goods and chattels.

Days were spent in frantic endeavors to convev

and bequeath and secure to our heirs and

assigns, in proper legal form, such of our valu-

ables as were unattached. It was a prodii::i<nis

amount of labor—this legal work—and en-

tailed the frequent assistance of all our friends.

Tt is a solemn thing to thus prei)are for death,

and when one has contemplated the scene in

prospective of numerous weeping relatives bear-

ing off one's sword or one's sofa cushions or

studs, he feels that he is already in the clutches

of the grim destroyer.

**I have nothing but my dress-suit case and

a brilliant reputation," said the Kid. "1

should hate to have any of my relatives

burdened with the latter, and my creditors will

get the dress-suit case." ^Tature deliberation

seemed to change his mind, for he was sub-
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scquently heard to request a fellow youngster

"to witness this," and it is to be presumed that

the document was the instrument with which

he disposed of the suit case.

This legal effort served to pass away the

time, and as it was harmless and much less ex-

pensive than poker, it became popular.

One afternoon the trans])orts began getting

up steam and moving slowly down to the lower

Bay, where pilots were taking them through

the narrow, torttious channel (Uit to sea.

Slowly the long line moved out and was mar-

shalled into position by officious little gun-

boats, which tlew around, snorting and puffing

and emitting a most bewildering tlow of nauti-

cal terms from their megaphones.

Boats are wonderfully like men in some

respects. An ordinary tugboat is not an im-

posing spectacle, and one pays very little at-

tention to it unless he is stuck on a sand-bar

or gets in one's way with a rowboat; but put

2 United States flag at its peak, a gun at its

bow, and call it an auxiliary, or by any other
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naval appellation, and it becomes an object of

awe-stricken admiration and vast importance.

The lordly way in which they will bully great

big transports, and send them puffing angrily

about their business, is simply astonishing.

So, like a lot of shepherd dogs, they t1ew

around and chased us about until we had re-

solved ourselves into three l<^ng lines, and.

with strict injunctions t<t behave ourselves and

keep our places, they left us. t<> take up their

stations on the flanks, where they C(nild keep

a watchful eye on us and at the same time chase

awav anyone with evil intentions on their flock.

If we had harbored any lingering doubts

as to the reality oi (»ur start, they were speedily

])Ut to rest. All (l<»nbt in <>ur minds subsided,

nnd disturbances much more appalling arose.

The band was on the afterdeck. knc^wn in mili-

tarv parlance as the back porch, when we were

assailed.

Hie music rose and fell upon the stilly eve.

It came in starts and jerks and was launched

upon the luioffending atmosphere with the regu-
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larity of a steam-pump. Our transport was

sportively inclined. After rising to meet an

enormous swell and falling to swallow more

or less inches of their respective instruments,

the h(jrn-l)l(>wing contingency lost interest in

the game and became absorbed in contempla-

tion of the foaming wake of the vessel. The

audience was not critical. The intensity of

their gaze on the receding shores was not due

to thoughts of home or mother.

With pale face and set teeth each man made

^n effort to appear calm. Xo one cared to

head the crowd, and each scanned the other

tace for indications of a collapse. A firm de-

termination not to be first was battling with

a vulgar and more material emotion within

us.

As if by command, we rose and fled to the

saloon. Each man made a hasty and unsuc-

cessful application of his particular idea of

a sedative, and retired to his stateroom to an

absorbing, if not silent communion with him-

self.
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Transports may not all be alike, but ours

certainly had a most decided streak of humor

in its composition. At times it was known

to jog along with a calm sedateness befitting

its importance; but there were other times

when it had a most provoking way of losing

all sense of dignity, and comporting itself in a

highly indecorous and soul-disturbing manner.

How that transiK)rt could detect a i)oker

social in progress, was. and is still, a mystery

It certainly did not approve of that form of

recreation, for the instant that interest was

centered in an exciting and lucrative p<n. it

would indulge in a series of antics which de-

stroyed all interest in everything except the

preservati<Mi (^f life. Poker, with one hand

in the game and the other engaged in preserv-

ing life, is not intended to promote a lively

interest in the game. The api>earance on deck

of a man. ]iale, trembling and doubtful, was

sure t(^ thnnv that trans|)(^rt into a perfect de-

lirium of ]ilav fulness. One poor felNnv swore

that he couldn't look out of his stateroom door
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without provoking a series of g)'mnastics

which would cost him his last meal.

We were struggling painfully with a (^ne-

banded game one morning, when the Captaii?

came in, and viewing our efforts from his su-

perior nautical stand|K)int. indulged in a cer-

tain amount of witticism which was ungra-

ciously received on our part. He then ordered

the hreakfast which his duties had delayed,

Smilingly he adjusted his napkin and prepared

to demonstrate the i)ossibilities of a sea-air

appetite. A playful roll of the transport, a

TOUT and a crash, turned us in time to see the

Captain i)erform an artistic back somersault

and receive his breakfast down the front of his

nalty, while duck suit. That he was master

of four languages was demonstrated beyond

a doubt, for his linguistic efforts embraced the

profane vocabulary of them all. We began

to feel like Sunday-school scholars, in compari-

son with this paragon.

All this time we were plowing along some-

where, but where, none of us knew. Our only
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guide was the daily sailing record, and it was

religiously consulted. Each man found in it

an indisputable proof of the fact that we were

heading for some particular place, which his

plan of the proper campaign would indicate.

It was regularly and clearly shown each day

that we were moving to an attack of Cuba

on all four sides, not to mention Porto Rico.

Others insisted that we were to assist in the

capture of the Spanish fleet by being utilized

as bait. This was a decidedly unp(^pular

theory, and was considered too vigorous a

policy even for war.

So, with chaff and banter, we passed the

days which were bringing us nearer the scene

of the coming struggle. We headed into the

Windward Channel and breathed a sigh of

relief, for at last we knew that Santiago was

to be our objective. There, our fleet was daily

growling and snarling outside, while it waited

tor the exit of the enemy from his stronghold.

The long, low-lying hills of Cuba loomed

distant and gray in the horizon. With cau-
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tious slowness we edged along the coast until

we sighted our fleet prowling around the nar-

row entrance to the harbor of Santiago.

For the period of half an hour we hung

ever the rails, and contemplated JMorro Castle

from a distance of several miles. Finding

TiOthing particularly exciting in the view, and

observing no i)reparations on the part of the

Xavy to blow it up or down, we retired to the

saloon and manufactured some excitement of

our own.

For several days we hovered around Santi-

ago, moving out to sea at night, and waking

up to find ourselves surrounded by the blockad-

ing fleet. Daily conferences between the heads

of the Army and Navy took place.

Numerous small launches were busy carry-

ing various dignitaries hither and thither.

From the bridge, midshipmen were wig-wag-

ging with an air of vast importance. When,

however, a launch came puffing over and

steamed away to headquarters with our Brigade

Commander, we knew that it would not be
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long until, as some one remarked, we would

be having some big doings.

All during tbe afternoon we watcbed the

Headquarters' Boat for indications. Tbat

nigbt our Brigade Commander returned ; on

his grizzled face, as be climbed tbe ladder, was

an expression of eagerness ; in bis eyes sparkled

a fire wbicb told us before be six»ke. tbat our

nn])risonnicnt on sliip])oard was near its end.

Ten minutes later "otbcers' call" grouped

us around bim. In brief, terse sentences, be

told us tbat tbe next day at sunrise bis brigade

would land, and to our jov. tbat tbe Regiment

Wiiuld lead tbe Ibigade.

"Gentlemen, see tbat your companies are

ready ; tbat is all."

Ready? We bad been ready for tbis mo-

ment for weeks.

Tbat nigbt as wc dozed in our bertbs tbere

came to us. from across tbe water, tbe boarse

bellow of a megaplK^nc

:

"Aboy. 11iis transport will lead tbe tbird

column. Be witbin one nn'le of sborc at day-

light. Repeat my message."
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chapti-:r IV.

ox TO S I H O N E Y

.

Breakfast at live a.m. is not under any

circumstances the pleasantest of i>erforniances,

but when a man reaHzes tliat hmch may con-

sist of a cif^arcttc and a swij^^ from his canteen,

he grasps the op|X)rtuniiy and docs all he can

to make a reserve larder of his system. It

is not pleasant, hut then war is not a social

1 unction anyway.

When the hu.c^le woke us, the odor of beef-

steak and coffee assailed us. but when

we filed into the dininj::^-ro<Mn the steak and

coffee had failed to materialize. The steward

when (juestioned. i>ointed sadly overboard.

It had i:;-one to iin^d the fishes during,'- the

period when the transport had been indulging

in its usual morning exercise. We were
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cheered with the information that another con-

signment was in process of preparation and

that, Hke all good things, it would be slow in

coming.

The stew^ard was a harmless, inoffensive sort

of a fellow^ and no one had ever devoted any

time to a thorough analysis of his character;

but when, ten minutes later, we were called in

to a breakfast of clam fritters and tea, his

character was settled. We realized that he

was a wolf in lamb's clothing. Clam fritters

for a breakfast which was to serve as a lunch,

and in all probabilities as a dinner, was too

much ; but it was clam fritters and tea, or noth-

ing, and we began to turn ourselves into storage

batteries of energy, on a clam-fritter basis.

Boom! A twelve-inch shell fn •m the In-

diana went crashing over l)a(juiri, and clam

fritters became a memory. Our fleet was

throwing shells over Daquiri and into the

mountains beyond. It transpired later that it

was only a demonstration, and that the enemy

had retired hours before; but to us it was a first-
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class naval battle. It was not our fault that

it was not, for we were all properly scared

and had firmly resolved to go down with our

ship. Every one smoked fiercely. It was the

proper thing to do under the circumstances.

To smoke a cigarette during moments of great

peril, gives a man an air of ease and concen-

trated don't-give-a-damn-ishness that is simply

wontlerful.

It conceals nervousness, and gives one a

chance to swallow without detection, when

one's heart manifests a desire to quit its ac-

customed place and interfere with his organs

of speech. If a man has any doubt as to his

ability to be a hero, he has only to provide

himself with ])lcnly of cigarettes, and some

day he will wake uj) and see his picture at the

head of a two-column article. Then, too, it is

only fair to the public, for they pay their money

and they want full value ; and no one wants to

read about a hero who did not puff non-

chalantly at a cigarette while doing his little

turn at the heroic. W'c were prepared to give
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the pubHc full value received, and there would

have been a hole in the cigarette market if

the bombardment had not ceased when it did.

In every direction small steam launches were

puffing and snorting, and towing strings of

ship's boats which were to land us. A string

approached us and a company stood ready

to fill the boats. Our transport felt the

importance of the moment and realized

that a demonstration from her was due.

Ilcr grief at ])arting was most poignant, and

she rolled and ])lungcd in uncontrollable agony.

1 here were the boats, there were the soldiers,

but the connection between the two was hard

to see; in fact, it was not visible at all.

*'IIow in the name of several unmention-

able things am I to get my com])anv into those

boats?" the Senior Captain incjuircd ; but no

c;ne seemed to be anxious to imj)art the desired

information.

A youngster suggested that the men might

fall overboard and be picked up, and was in-

formed with some warmth that there were peo-
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pie on board who didn't know enough to fall

overboard.

In some unaccountable way a boat reached

tne side of the transport, grabbed a rope or

something, and held on for dear life. The

Captain "ahoyed" and "avasted," the sailors

**aye ayed," the Colonel roared, the Senior

Captain swore, and in some way or another

the boat was filled. Others followed, and soon

a little string was being towed over toward

the shore where the warships were lying. If

the transport had been playful, those small

boats were devilish. The clam fritters re-

l)elle(l, and followed the steak as a break-

last for the fishes. The army of invasion had

begun its campaign of humanity by distribut-

ing free rations to the fish.

On we went, racing shoreward, under the

mouths of the big guns. Had we known what

: waited us we wuuld have been less enthusias-

tic.

.\ novel and interesting method of debarka-

tion had been adopted. It was a sort of pneu-
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matic or air-line method. There remained a

l;ortion of what had once been a wharf, and

a few boards had been placed across the tim-

bers. As each wave crashed our boats against

i., two or three good American soldiers fully

armed and cquiijjxjd. would, as if actuated with

:• desire to tly, rise and soar gracefully in the

air, to lancl upon the dock on the backs of

their necks. I^ach advancing wave would add

to the group, until the boat was empty. *'Be-

dad," said an old sergeant, as he arose and

felt the ])lacc where the back of his head and

liis canteen had coiue in contact during the

scrimmage. "I'ncle Sam can tire me int<i Cuby,

but ril be damned if the Spaniards can fire

me out."

One by one. company b}- company, the Kegi-

ment landed, and formed under the l<>fty royal

palms, to hurry away to the froiU. We ])asse(l

about a hundred negroes, armed with every-

thing from clubs to Mauser rifles, and clad

in about as near nothing as a man can well
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wear. A recruit, after long- contemplation of

these poor fellows, asked:

"Say, Sergeant, who's them colored gents?"

Upon being told that it was a part of Garcia's

army, he re|)lied :

"Well, tell the old man to march 'cm <>lT.

They shucks me modesty."

What they lacked in arms and ammunition

they made up in the loads they carried, and

the contents of these bundles were for a time

a subject of much curiosity to us. We so. .n

found out, and after two days, whenever we

saw a Cuban soldier staggering along under a

load the size of a pack jK^ldler's. we made a

hasty mental calculation as to how much I'. S.

Quartermaster property he was persc^ially ac-

countable for. That day a remarkable trans-

formation began to take place. The .\merican

Army began to undress, and the Cubans began

to give their toilet more consideration. bAcry

article which apjx^aled to us as totally uni'it for

wear in Cuba, and was therefore unceremoni-

ously dropped, seemed to exactly fill the bill
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for some naked Cuban. The shedding process

continued for two days, and Garcia's army

adopted the regulation bhie.

But we were marching swiftly to the front,

we did not know where, but we did know that

Lawton was leading us. and that was enough.

Through streams. u\) and d<>wn hills, and

through the dense tropical jungle we plodded

steadily, unquestioningly. The road was little

more than a trail, and the sides were walls of

impenetrable tropical undergrowth, which

would defy passage to an Apache Indian. It

made a man wish that he could be absolutely

sure that the Si)aniards were retreating.

Marching on a hot day through a Cuban

jungle-path is not exactly the height of bliss;

but when a man realizes that that same jungle

may contain Spaniards and Mausers galore,

he begins to wish that he had bottled uj) his

enthusiasm and stayed at home. A soldier is

a fighting man, and he is popularly sujiposed

to delight in the roar of battle and to thrive

and grow fat amid the hail of lead; but popu-
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lar opinion is most decidedly in error, to say

the least. A uniform does not alter a man's

anatomy except, of course, where a sudden

accession of rank occasionally necessitates the

use i)i a hat stretcher; nor does it add an ele-

ment of invulnerahility.

His feelings are as susceptible to impressions

as anyone's; especially when the impresser has

a muzzle velocity of fifteen hundred feet per

second. It is an awful thiui^ to realize that

y(ju haven't the physical courage to go ahead,

nor the moral courage to turn and make your-

self scarce.

Courage, moral and physical, has been dis-

cussed from every ])oint of view. A great

many wise and high-sounding conclusions

have been reached and numerous epigrammati-

cal definitions have been propounded.

Most of these conclusions are beautiful,

theoretically, but they are based upon the

wrong hyixjthesis. Courage is not courage at

all. It is fear ; and wh.eth.er a man is a coward

or not depends upon which of two things he
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tears the most. If you hear a man say that

he knows no such thing as personal fear, and
that he does not feel an overwhelming desire

to measure his length on the ground when lead

is singing around his ears, you can safely

make up your mind that that man is a liar

of the Munchausen variety, or that he is a luna-

tic and ought to be under restraint.

And so we marched and marched until night-

tall, and until it seemed as though at each turn
of the road we must surely bump our noses

against the walls of Santiago. We had sadly
seen our breakfasts go to the fishes, we knew
that our lunch had gone with it, and it began
to dawn upon us that we had witnessed the

departure of our dinners at the same time.

The sun sank slowly in the west, and our first

day on Cuban soil was coming to an end, when
the welcome signal, "Halt," came back from
the head of the column. "Bivouac for the

night" was the order. The old campaigners,
with the experience born of experience, were
prepared for emergencies. The rookies began
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to have experience. The officers began to

anathematize the Quartermaster's department

c'.nd wish that they had carried haversacks.

But we were all too tired to spend much time

in the reflections as to what might have been

Wrapped in blankets, ponchos, or anything we

had, we lay down, tired, wet, perspiring and

hungry, and were soon happy in dreams where

Cuban jungles and naked Cuban soldiers did

not figure. Reveille brought us to our feet.

''What de bloody hell does the General want

to go skating around in the middle of de night

tur," muttered a sleepy recruit.

"That's all right, Rooky," replied an old

Indian fighter ; "you don't know him
;
you ain't

expected to sleep, when you are with this Gen-

eral."

And he was right; for Lawton, true to his

Indian sobriquet, was marching in the middle

of the night. A short halt, to fill our canteens

at a dark little pool, and then on again, until

daylight found us in a grand old cocoanut

grove. A halt was sounded and by common
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consent each man drew his bayonet and fell to,

in an attempt to secure the delayed break-

fast.

The jungle resounded with the sounds of a

thousand bayonets as we advanced to the at-

tack.

''Cocoanuts may do for Cubans and

monkeys, but they are a failure for breakfast;

I'll take ham and eggs," growled the kid

lieutenant of ''K" company.

''Mention those sacred words again and I

will relieve you of your sword, sir," yelled

his captain.

Cocoanuts were a decided failure, and were

placed in line with clam fritters. But break-

fast and cocoanuts w^ere soon abandoned, for

I awton was impatient.

Siboney was two miles away. There were

Spaniards at Siboney, and Lawton thought

that it was time for them to make an excur-

sion to Santiago. We had to camp in Siboney,

and it was feared that trouble might ensue,

unless the Spaniards left. Furthermore, we
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wanted to assist in the evacuation ceremonies.

The Spaniards, with their native courtesy, had

placed the town at our disposal when we ar-

rived. When we realized that we were the

first to enter a conquered Spanish town, a feel-

ing of pride agitated our bosoms. In about

two minutes a different sensation agitated us

in another and lower portion of our respective

anatomies.

A hasty inventory of our newly acquired

possessions revealed almost everything, except

something to eat. The Kid inquired of the

Senior Captain if foraging was permitted, and

the Senior Captain replied ''no," and added

"but" w4tli an ominous pause. The Kid's

company didn't seem to know much about the

regulations on the subject of foraging, or else

they had a considerable amount of curiosity,

tor they went through every building with re-

markable speed. When a hungry stomach

and the Articles of War come in oposition,

the hungry stomach will most probably carry
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the day, unless the provender is nailed down

and protected by a Catling gun detachment.

'*K" company was undoubtedly hungry, and

they accumulated everything in sight ; but that

could not have been strictly called bountiful.

A big dishpan and about a bushel of corn meal

was all. One man, more energetic than the

rest, discovered something which sent him

back to the company with a smile. Others

thought that they had c smile due them, went

forth, and came back highly satisfied, appar-

ently. The news spread, and the Regiment

was at once assailed with the most poignant

curiosity.

A broad smile became the proper thing.

The Senior Captain, unable to contain his

curiosity, went forth, and as a result of his re-

searches the regimental smile disappeared

The joy was changed to woe, and in ten

minutes, ''K" company was guarding about

forty barrels of claret, port and rum, while

the Regiment looked on and groaned.

The smiling over, thought once more re-
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turned to the painful lack of breakfasts, lunches

and dinners, and the company viewed the dish-

pan and corn meal with deep concern and pro-

found regret. Deep gloom surrounded the

company, and the cook was in despair. Din-

ner in a most unexpected shape was fast ap-

proaching. The Kid and his ''Top" sergeant

were the first to discover it. The "T.Qp"

looked at the Kid, and the Kid became inter-

ested in the beauties of the marine view. The

''Top" whispered a w^ord to the cook, and

they both looked intently up the street.

There, his head cautiously poked around the

corner, stood an ancient billy-goat, curiously

watching the strange forms in his native

streets. Oh, fatal curiosity. "K" company

rose as a man, glanced at the Captain, drew

their bayonets and Billy's fate was written.

It was a gallant chase, but Billy was a victim

of modern institutions. The trumpeter having

no bayonet, and remembering his football

training, tackled, and Billy fell. A scene of

confusion reigned, and when "K" company
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arose, Billy lay pierced with more wounds than

did Caesar in the Roman forum.

Never was the sacrifice of an animal ac-

companied with more intense joy. The Cap-

tain heaved a sigh of relief, the Kid whistled

something about there being a hot time some-

where, and the cook executed a war dance in

his delight. Funereal silence reigned supreme

until Billy was safely in the soup, and then a

mighty sigh attested the emotions of ''K" com-

pany.

Goat stew may not appeal to the aesthete as

a delicacy, but when a man has subsisted for

forty-eight hours on cigarettes, water and at-

mosphere, he loses some of his fastidiousness.

"K" company's luck was in the ascendant. A
second dash, and a pig shared Billy's fate.

Where he came from no one knew. He was

accepted as a gift from the gods, and his exe-

cution accorded due reverence. But here the

run of luck stopped. After due deliberation,

in which the opinions of the Captain were not

requested, the company struck upon a method
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of guarding the wine, which was both pleasant

and efficacious. They drank it—or at least

attempted to. In the zealous performance of

this duty they forgot the pig. A Cuban

soldier, with an eye for business, grasped the

opportunity and the pig, and was speeding for

parts unknown. A yell arose from its aston-

ished owners, and a second dash was made for

the porker.

The ties which bound them to their allied

brother were forgotten, and Cuba's fate hung

in the balance until the timely appearance of

an officer brought about arbitration, and re-

sulted in Cuba's triumphant departure with

half of the pig. The excitement of the day

over, the inner man satisfied, *'K" company

smoked a pipe, and lay down for a second

night on Cuban soil. Tired nature asserted

itself, and thoughts of the pig vanished with

the davlight.

While Lawton's command was enjoying its

well-earned rest, Wheeler was following swiftly

behind, and during the night his advance
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reached Siboney, and went into camp for a

few hours' rest. Chance threw "Wood's

weary walkers/' as they were now called, in

the vicinity of ''K" company, and when the

latter rubbed its eyes drowsily at reveille, it

was to find that their beloved pig had dis-

appeared. Xot a trace was left, but a most sus-

picious odor from the direction of the "yellow

legs" betrayed the fate of the porker. Had

there been time, civil war would have un-

doubtedly ensued, but Roosevelt was riding up

and down his line, urging his men into shape

and preparing for tlic march which was to be

the last for some of his gallant fellows.

Roosevelt, characteristically energetic, was

everywhere, and his sharp, incisive commands

soon put the Regiment on the march up over

the steep hill in rear of Siboney.

Tn the hurry of the moment many of them

left blankets, mess outfit and all, and they had

hardly wheeled into column of fours, before

"K" company began to avenge the theft of

their pig, and in ten minutes they bore a strong
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resemblance to a cavalry outfit. Everyone

sat around and wondered what would happen

next ; but they were not left long in doubt, for

orderlies hastening back brought the news that

the cavalry was hotly engaged with the enemy,

and the ''doughboys" fell in to go to their sup-

port. Ludlow's brigade was racing with

Chaffee for the post of honor. Equipments

were thrown aside, and nothing was retained

which could impede the rapidity of our march.

After two hours' marching we found that our

assistance was not needed, for the cavalry had

driven everything before them and were send-

ing back their wounded. So, like the warriors

celebrated in nursery rhyme, we marched back

again, with the knowledge that the "yellow

legs" had drawn first blood.

A short halt for rations, and we again left

Siboney behind us, our faces toward the enemy.
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CHAPTER V.

ON THE EVE OF BATTLE.

Darkness was fallin.e^ rapidly, and the short

tropical twihght was drawing to a close, when

the last of our Brigade filed slowly out of

Siboney. Those who made that first night

march, will carry its memory in every detail

to their graves. The impenetrable darkness

on every side, the deep silence, broken only

by the clanking of equipments and the heavy

breathing of the men as they toiled along the

rough trail and through ravines whose gloom

only accentuated their depth, was an accom-

paniment to thoughts far from pleasant.

Silent, ghostly lines passed us, or lay uneasily

by the side of the trail and watched us as we

passed them. To us on that nerve-racking

night, the sound of a twig snapping by the

wayside was the angry crack of a Mauser.
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A mule crashing through the bush was an

attack in full force.

The darkness seemed to separate us from our

comrades, and every nerve was strained to

keep in touch with the man in one's front.

The silence was ghastly. Each man was toil-

nig to keep up with his comrade, and any at-

tempt at conversation was answered with

silence or a muttered curse.

It was a relief when the cry of "Gang way"

came back from the head of the column. A

little procession bearing a rough litter would

pass. As each man stepped aside with averted

gaze, he would repeat the cry, and it would

pass along until it died away in a moan at the

rear of the column.

The moon was breaking over the hills when

we reached Las Guasimas. Coming up out

of the deep ravine where the first of our ad-

vance had fallen that day, we heard the strains

of the funeral dirge with which the cavalry

were bidding a last farewell to their fallen

comrades. A command brought us to a halt,
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and there on the httle knoll at our right was

the fresh dark earth which was to cover the

heroes of Las Guasimas.

In the moonlight the figures were dim and

phantom-like. The dirge came to us like a

wail, as each man halted, and as if by command,

stood with bared head. Each face outlined

in the uncertain moonlight was set and hard,

and each muscle involuntarily hardened as we

realized that our comrades were lying there,

slain by Spanish bullets. As the last strain

of the dirge died away, we turned and marched

mto darkness.

With short halts we pressed steadily to the

front, stumbling, falling, to rise and warn

the comrade in the rear. A recruit fell and

an officer gave the hand which brought him

to his feet. A captain, gray in the service,

staggered, and the muscular arm of a sergeant

passed around him as they toiled up a rocky

ravine. When the arm was removed, it carried

a blanket and poncho which did not belong

to the sargeant. The Kid and the corre-
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spondent were bringing up the rear of the

Brigade. The Kid was closing up the rear

of the column, and the correspondent was mak-

ing every effort consistent with his two hun-

dred pounds of perspiring anatomy to keep up

with the Kid. His progress was further im-

peded by two enormous grips, which contained

his idea of personal comfort in the field.

During a halt, when the Kid and the correspon-

cient were wiping their perspiring brows and

getting a full breath, a cry was heard from the

head of the column. The men scattered to

the side of the trail. When the alarm reached

the Kid, it was a yell, and the men were

panicked. The column vanished as if in mid-

air.

The Kid was no exception to the rule, and

gallantly stuck to his Regiment. An army

mule came tlying down the road, more fright-

ened, if possible, than we were. Each bush,

each bowlder, gave up a form in blue

thoroughly ashamed and swearing volubly.
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As the column reformed, a voice was heard to

remark, apparently from the skies

:

''Say, Lieutenant, what was it?" There,

on an almost perpendicular ledge, was the cor-

respondent, grips in hand, looking mournfully

at the road below, as he remarked, ''I don't

know how I got up here, but I'll be blanked

if it won't take a derrick to get me down."

When the march was once more resumed,

the correspondent inquired what had been the

cause of the confusion, and added : 'T^^st my
luck; you see I wanted to be where I could

see it all, and when I got up there it was all

over."

"Well," replied the Kid, ''you see I had to

go into the bushes to look after my men, and

T missed it too."

It was ten o'clock when we marched into

a vacant field, where the grass was waist

high and wet, and dispensing with the useless

details of supper, laid down like tired dogs

and went to sleep. As we stood up the next

morning and looked around to see what manner
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of place we were in, we saw a regiment of

Garcia's men filing by us in the direction of

Santiago. We thrilled with joy, and acute

little tickly chills began to frolic up and down

our spinal arrangements. Surely, we thought,

we will smell powder ere long, for there go our

compatriots, to develop the enemy's position.

Longer acquaintance with our allies taught us

the folly of such a course of reasoning, and

later on in the campaign, when we saw a band

of ragged Cubans pushing eagerly to the front,

we filled our pipes, sat down and wondered

how long the truce was to last. The sight

of them straggling back would cause pipes to

be knocked out, haversacks to be packed, and

a general air of expectancy to take possession

of the troops.

The days following were taken up in march-

ing, scouting, and in extending the line which

was to envelop the enemy, crush them at Caney

and San Juan, and finally pen them up within

the narrow confines of Santiago. They were

weary days and still wearier nights. Hardly
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a day passed that some move was not made,

and outpost duty, during the long hours of the

night, was beginning to tell on the nerves of

the men. Outpost duty was continuous for

those troops on the advanced line, and most

unpleasant it proved to be. It is an awful

blow to a man's self-confidence to find him-

self sitting in the brush in the wee sma' hours

of the night, and to realize that the safety

of the sleeping comrades behind him depends

upon his vigilance and coolness.

A man may not be a hundred yards in front

of his company, but he will be ])repared to take

an affidavit that he was two miles, or at least

a mile and a quarter in front. Tt is dispirit-

ing, to say the least, to be left alone with noth-

ing but a gun and your thoughts for company.

Most men don't care to be left alone with their

thoughts at any time, but let it be pitch dark

and as quiet as the grave, and a man wishes

that it was possible to put a mute on them.

They bob up most unexpectedly and frolic

around. They make more noise than a boiler-
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factory in full blast, and you wonder how your

friends can sleep with such a noise going on.

If there is any particular one whose acquaint-

ance you fondly imagine you have cut, you can

bank on it that that particular one will turn

up. When those little imps had abinit re-

duced a man to a state of collapse, and he

had firmly made up his mind to throw down

his gun and tly somewhere, anywhere, a crash-

ing in the bush would send the little devils

flying away and the man flat on his stomach,

piece cocked and ready. The crashing would

continue. At first it resembled an infantry

patrol, then it would resolve itself into a light

battery; then it would become plain to the

man that it could be nothing less than a re-

connoissance in force. He mentally conned

over his last dying words, held his breath, pre-

pared to sell his life at the highest market

value, and waited. At last the noise would

be so great that it would seem that the end

must be very near. The ritle was pushed up

to *'aim," and—crash through the bush would
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come an enormous land crab. Then another

brush with the Httle personal devils, until the re-

lief would come to relieve him and to consign

another poor devil to a two hours' battle with

himself and the crabs. Such hours give a

man an idea of a personal hell, which causes

a religious conception of fire and brimstone

to fade into insignificance. It was midnight.

The Regiment was sleeping on the line, their

rifles by their sides, their belts of ammunition

buckled around them. A recruit, worn out by

the toil of the day, was tossing restlessly in

his sleep. Through his mind floated visions

of home and friends. Then came the memory

of the day when he had gone and offered him-

self as food for powder in the ranks of Uncle

Sam. The long days in Tampa, the stifling

hours on the transport and the weary vigils of

cutpost duty passed through his slumbering

mind. Now he was with his company—they

were advancing to the attack, they were firing

—the Spaniards were pressing them hard and
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they were falling back, and, ''Great God, they

are on us
!"

The last was a despairing yell, which

brought the Regiment to its feet and sent car-

tridges flying into the magazines. That first

yell had lifted the rooky's bunky to an upright

position, gun in hand, and a firm determina-

tion in his heart to smash someone. He was

in some doubt as to where he ought to begin,

when a second yell caused about two feet of

atmosphere to be visible between him and the

ground.

When he came down, the butt of his rifle

landed upon the back of his bunky's head with

a thump which put the latter on the retired

list for a week.

In another company were two men sleep-

ing side by side. One was a typical son of

the Vaterland, and the other a highly strung,

excitable young fellow, who hailed from Ken-

tucky and was supposed to have an interest-

mg and lurid past. The gentleman from

Germany had carefully laid his rifle by his
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right side and lost himself in dreams of other

days. In his slumbers he had turned over,

and when he was awakened by the confusion,

failing to find his trusty Krag by his right side,

he was in despair. Its whereabouts were a

profound mystery to him. He was scratching

around over the ground for the weapon with

which to defend his life, when the Kentuckian

espied him.

To the latter, this crawling form could be

nothing but a Spaniard, and he straightway

determined to annihilate him. It occurred to

him that something of a preliminary nature

should properly precede the execution, and he

commanded him in tones of thunder to halt.

The Teuton supposed that he was captured,

and with all the agony of a lost soul implored

his captor to spare his life, and at the same time

yelled for his Captain to come and rescue him.

It required the combined efforts of the Captain,

the first Sergeant, and about half the com-

pany to calm these warlike spirits. After that

nothing could persuade those men that they
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1.>elonged anywhere except at opposite ends of

the company.

One night the Kid was sitting under a tree,

trying to keep awake during his tour on the

outposts. A shot fired over on the left startled

him, and as he rose, a bullet whizzed through

the tree, cutting a leaf which fell and struck

him on the shoulder. A meteor falling from

the skies wouldn't have compared in weight to

that leaf. When he had recovered, he started

on a run for his outposts on the left. On ap-

proaching the post none of the men were visi-

ble, and he was beginning to wonder what had

become of them, when a voice from the brush

called

:

"Lieutenant, get down; this ain't no place

to be standing up in. They are going to hurt

somebody if they don't stop that damn fool-

mg."

''Who is, what is, where?" inquired the

Kid.

"You just get down and wait and you'll

see," was the reply.
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Back of them were the supports. In about

two minutes there was a commotion in the

rear. Halt, halt, halt! Bang, bang, bang,

rang out, as the bullets went w^iizzing over

the heads of the outposts.

The Corporal hugged the ground a little

closer, and remarked, "I told you so."

It was a volunteer regiment, and they were

gallant fellows, but it was their first experi-

ence with the land crabs.

The movement of troops became more fre-

quent, and tactical and strategical maneuvers

were in progress, to judge from the amount of

marching. An old sergeant, soliloquizing one

day, voiced the sentiment of the most of us.

He said

:

*'Well, now, and so this is what they call

strategy, and you find it in the books. Well,

damn Strategy ! I've never read about it, but

I am getting blooming tired of the demon-

stration of it. There's Santiago, and the

dagoes, and here we are, and the shortest dis-

tance between the two points is a straight line.
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which is something everybody knows, and

don't have to study strategy to find out. I am

m favor of going up there and beating the

faces off them dagoes, and then let the war

correspondent make up the strategy, as they

seem to be the only ones who are worrying

about it. Well, I guess that's what Generals

is paid for, and they feel as if they ought to

do it."

And so we went on, marching, perspiring,

absorbing strategical problems and malaria

germs. We had been on the Island about

a week now, and the man who had been lucky

enough to find water and opportunity at the

same time, and had taken a bath, was looked

upon as effeminate and out of place. Our

faces and hands began to assume a deep, rich

brown, which didn't all come from the effects

of the sun, either. Some misguided genius

hit upon the idea of using wet grass as an

adjunct to the morning toilet, but that failed to

catch the popular fancy. It had an unpleasant
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way of developing sharp points, which marred

a man's complexion and temper.

It might have been a success had it been a

function of the afternoon, but it wouldn't do

for the morning. Let a man sleep on the

ground in the Cuban dew ; wake him up in the

morning, when he feels as though he had a

bottle of mucilage smeared over his hands and

face and poured down his back, and when his

clothes cling to him with the fondness of a

ballet girl's tights, and then spring some new-

fangled idea on him, and it is not likely to be

received with good grace, to say the least.

Eaths were out of the question, and we began

to shun each other's company. Sociability

was about to become extinct, when a merciful

Providence delivered us from the ban by a

bountiful downpour. With acres of ground

for a bath tub, and the sun, which came later,

for a towel, we began to feel our confidence

restored, and that night smoked around our

camp-fires in the most sociable of ways.

What we had at first welcomed as a special
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dispensation from the gods soon began to

assume another and entirely different phase.

That daily shower had a provoking way of

coming around at the most inopportune mo-

ments and without due warning. The greater

part of the time we took our daily bath with-

out the formality of removing our clothes;

at least, not until the bath was over. Then

the Regiment would resemble an Indian camp.

Each man, attired in a blanket and a pleasant

expression, would spend the rest of the day

balancing on one bare foot around a camp-

fire, while he endeavored to toast his ward-

robe into wearable condition.

Those garments, when dried and donned,

made a man wish he could climb a tree or run

away and leave himself behind. Then, too,

the wear and tear began to tell on the clothes,

and our attempts at needlework would have

thrown an up-to-date tailor into hysterics.

Another misfortune was staring us in the

face. The tobacco was giving out, and it

became a really serious problem. A man can
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stand almost anything, if he can only have the

solace of a pipe. Take the pipe away, and he

becomes nervous, disheartened, and mutinous

to an advanced degree. It was amusing to

see the strategy employed in procuring tobacco,

and the subterfuge with which it was guarded

when once obtained. Friends would meet,

and in order to discourage any advances, with

the idea of bumming a smoke, they would be

sure to remark, with an anxious look, that

they wished they knew where they could get

some tobacco. A friendly call was viewed

with suspicion, until the caller declared his

intentions by producing and lighting "his last

cigarette." When a man was seen to wear a

practiced, indifferent air, as he nonchalantly

sauntered away for a little tour of private ob-

servation, every one knew that if they followed

him they would find him carefully secreted

in the brush, smoking "his last cigarette."

Rumors of an intended move were flying

along the line. Men with private lines on

the information bureau, or vivid imaginations.
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were looking wise and dropping ambiguous

hints, which could mean almost anything.

But when, late in the afternoon of the thirtieth

of June, we received orders to prepare to break

camp, and be ready with three days' rations,

to march at five o'clock, we knew that it would

not be long until somebody would have to run.

Wheeler's division was passing along the

road to the front, when we reached it from

our position on die left. As the dismounted

cavalry came trudging along, the infantry

amused itself by clucking to imaginary horses,

and with frantic yells endeavored to prevent a

stampede. A cavalryman stopped a moment

to light his pipe. An infantryman, with the

politest of bows, asked to be allowed to hold

his horse for him, and a fight was only pre-

vented by the timely yell of, "Close up there,"

irom a file closer in rear of the column.

Long pack trains were pushing to the front

with the usual flow of profanity, which seems

to be necessary for the proper navigation of an

army pack train.
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The Kid was sitting disconsolately by the

roadside as an infantry regiment came up and

I'lalted on the other side of the road to await

orders. A little fellow, wearing the straps of

a second lieutenant, came up and sat down

by the Kid.

''Well, old man, you don't look very happy,"

he remarked to the Kid.

"I don't feel like a girl at her debut," was

the reply.

*'What you need is a smoke, and if you'll

make a small one I'll give you a cigarette,"

said the little Lieutenant, as he produced about

two ounces of tobacco.

"Thanks, my boy," said the Kid, when the

cigarette had been rolled with infinite care,

and he was drawing in long, deep mouthfuls

of the smoke ; "you saved my life."

"That's all right," was the reply; "but don't

ask for another, for that's all I have to last

me until

—

well, I don't know when."

The next morning brave little Wansboro

f^ll at the head of his Company, in that fierce
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assault at Caney, leaving behind him a record

as brilliant and spotless as it was brief.

Three hours later we were bivouacking on

the field which was to flow with the blood of

so many gallant fellows on the morrow.

As we lay there by the roadside, we listened

to the long, musical cry of the Spanish sentinels

at Caney, calling the hour of the night.
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CHAPTER VI.

OUR FIRST FIGHT.

At dawn the next morning we were awak-

ened, and as we arose from our beds in the

v/et grass we could hear the bugles sounding

reveille in the enemy's camp.

In the gray mist we could see regiments pre-

ceding, and following us, on their way to take

position in front of the little town of Caney.

As we marched down a little hill into a stream,

we saw bristling above us the guns of Capron's

Battery, ready and waiting for the word which

was to send destruction crashing into the now

sleeping town. A regiment of infantry lying

on the slope as a guard, watched us with en\'y

as we marched by them. Thev were makins^ a

half-hearted attempt at breakfast, and break-

lastless as we were, nothing could have per-
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suaded us to change places with them, for we

were going into our first fight.

We crossed the Httle stream, and as we

marched into a mango grove on the farther

side, a sharp crack and a long whistling sound

told us that the looked-for tight was on. An

involuntary start, a little thrill which caused

the teeth to clench, and that was all. As the

Regiment came out on a road, the order for

deployment was given, and a long line of Lud-

low's men hegan reconnoitering the left of the

position. Our objective was a stately old

mansion, which was plainly visible above the

tops of the royal palms which surrounded it.

The long line crept slowly forward through

the thick undergrowth. As we neared tlie

house the advance became slower, and at every

moment we expected a volley to come crashing

into our midst.

When within a hundred yards of the house,

and when every eye, every ear was strained

for the slightest indication of the enemy, a

noise in the house caused every man to crouch,

•* r* t
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and every rifle to come to "the ready." The

noise increased, and as each man fingered the

trigger of his rifle, a musician—one of those

dare-devil nuisances of the Army—poked his

head out of a window and yelled, ''Come on,

you fellers; this is a hell of a funny old place."

On our right Chaffee was opening the en-

gagement, and already his men were pouring

a deadly fire into the little town.

Volley after volley crashed through the

jungle, with a mournful, swishing, sighing

sound, which, once heard, will never be for-

gotten.

Angry at the delay, we hastened back to re-

form for the advance to the front. In our

path was a marshy pond, and as we waded

through the muddy w^ater up to our knees, a

recruit growled

:

"Say, fellers, I didn't know that this was

to be a naval engagement."

While the battery on the hill at our right

was thundering away, and the line at our right
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was crashing and sputtering, we formed and

pressed toward the front.

The Kid was marching with the Senior Cap-

tain at the head of "K" company. A whist-

Hng, buzzing something passed over their

heads, and the Senior Captain ducked. The

Kid looked on with interest, and asked

:

''Say, Captain, what was that?"

The Captain looked at him in speechless

wonder, and finally managed to say, "Well,

youngster, that's something you don't want to

fool with, or you will get hurt."

The Kid's eyes opened, and after a few

moments he remarked : "Captain, I wish you

hadn't told me. I can't keep my head still

to save my " and he finished the sentence

with a frantic duck. A man marching by his

side, grunted, and stepped to one side with

the blood spurting from his canvas legging.

There was a dull thud, and a sergeant in

front of him whirled around and fell to one

side of tlie road, with a bullet through his

shoulder,
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"He was right," said the Kid with a pale

face.

"Who was?" inquired the Senior Captain.

"Sherman," w^as the reply.

The increasing frequency of the buzzing

things warned us that it was time to deploy.

There was a wide ditch at our left, and a

barbed wire fence was on the farther side of

the ditch. As the command for deployment

came roaring down the line, a volley crashed

over our heads, and we broke all records in

making deployment. It was practically in-

stantaneous, and all that remained to indicate

the course of our flight were fragments of

trousers and blue shirts on the barbed wire

fence.

It was not a moment when a man gave much

consideration to his tailor bill.

The line was formed and then the Regiment

lay down to suffer the most torture that can

be inflicted,—that of waiting under fire for

orders. Orderlies came flying along our lines

sending a battalion trotting down to the firing
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line, and each man left behind heaved a sigh

and hugged his particular bush a little closer.

A man never notices how very much he re-

sembles an ostrich until some one begins to

shoot at him. Let him be exposed, and he will

rupture his spinal column, dodging bullets,

and never stop to think that by the time he

has dodged, the bullet has gone singing on a

mile or so, looking for someone else. He

doesn't care where the bullet is, or how many

people are around, or the danger to his spinal

agreement, or anything else. He doesn't care

who sees him, and he feels moderately certain

that no one has time to observe his movements,

and so ducks with a zeal that indicates an in-

tense desire to continue his career. But the

ostrich part comes in when he discovers a bush.

It may not be two feet high, but let him get

behind it, and he breathes securely. It is a

bulwark of safety to him and a target to the

enemy. A potato hill will appeal to a man

as a haven of refuge, and his efforts to cling
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to mother earth will ht evinced by the dirt on

his nose, when he is forced to rise.

Newspaper men and artists always portray

the soldier as standing^ fearlessly amid a hail

of lead, or rushing madly to the battle front,

bearing aloft his country's flag. It may be due

to a kindly consideration on their part for us,

or it may 1)e due to the fact that they occa-

sionally indul.f^e in a little ostrich exercise, to

the detriment <>f their field of view.

War is a great disillusioner, and the man

who expects to see picture-book battles and oil-

painting deeds of heroism will suffer severe

disappointment. If historians were mind-

readers, less would be said about heroism.

But we were not given much time ft~»r lucdi-

tation, for an aide sent us down the held in

wake of the first line. As we broke from

the low brush, wc saw our first line dancing

down the i'leld in fn^tnt of us. The bugle was

linging out c<^mman(ls. but no (^ne heard anv-

thing but "Forward." l^own that stretch—

-

endless it seemed under a burning sun—we ran,
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perspiring, stumbling and swearing, and for

the time forgot the hail of lead which was

thinning uur ranks. A man fell, and a sharp

erder to close np the interval was the (*nly

notice given to the occurrence. It seemed

ages before the bugle called a halt, and "Com-

mence firing." filled the magazines. The men

were lying prone, and as they tired, the trained

^'ildier was transformed into a cursing, fight-

ing de\il. Some swore fiercely, (jthers mut-

tered, and others smiled grimly as they sent

the steel messengers of death against the block-

houses.

A bullet smashed a man's canteen, and he

swore roundly at the dagoes for depriving him

of his water supply. An aide galloped up with

an order. Tied to the cantle of his saddle

was his commissary depot. There was a

crash, his horse reared and plunged, and

glancing back, he saw a bright red streak creep-

ing down his horse's Hank. "My God," he

cried, as he dismounted, "my horse is shot."

The horse looked wildly around, and finding
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I.inisclf free. ^all(tj)o<l awav. with tlie contents

(»t a half-jj^allon i lomatoes streaming

over his flank and leavinj^ a crimson trail \yc-

liind him.

All the time the steady roll of musketry

crashed and tore through the jungle !)rush.

the artillery punctuating it with sharp, venge-

ful cracks. In the excitement, the Hight of

time was unnoticed, and the sun was low in

the west, when wild cheers from the right told

that ChafTee's men were charging. It was

four o'clock when a little hand of the enemy

began to retreat down the road to Santiago.

As the little party passed out of that

slaughter-house at Caney and commenced their

retreat down the long white r<>.id. the whole

line arose, and ]M»ured into them a tire through

which it seemed im|xissible to pass alive. It

was in this retreat that the gallant General

\'ara del Key was killed. All during the day

we could hear him cheering his men and en-

c >uraging them to face the deadly fire of the

American infantrv. until at last he was com-
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|)ellccl to give to the little remnant of his force

the command for the retreat in which he was

to meet his death. As he lay dying in the

road, a soldier went over to him and gave him

a tin cnplnl of soldier coffee. In the courtliest

of Castilian. the white-haired old (leneral

thanked the man. and presented him with the

>word he wa> wearing when he fell. The

>word reache<l ^ ieneral Ludlow's hands, and

was. after tlic surrender, sent to the ( ieneral's

family in Sj)ain. It was one of the many little

mcidenls of courtesy which were .so common

hetween the two armies after the cessation

f hostilities.

Wlien the t'lrst wild joy of victorv was over.

we hegan the sad duty of caring for our dead

and wounded, and for the first time hegan to

realize how dear our victory had heen.

A youngster was sitting on a rock engaged

in a ])rofound meditation, which seemed to he

inything hut j)leasant. to judge from the

gloomy cast of his countenance.

**^'ou f(»ol. ynu ass. you pig-headed idiot,"
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he muttered, apuJtrophizing himself. "You

wouldn't take your mother's advice, would

you?"

"What was that?"" inquired a hrother officer,

who had overheard the solilo(iuy.

"She wanted me to he a preacher," was the

mournful reply.

This sad duty was soon over, and then we

lies^an to search our haversacks in the hope of

finding- some supper. It was a scant supper,

and we had hardly ]^repare<l that, when orders

started us on the road to San Juan, where

AVheeler and Kent had heen i)ounding away

all day. It was dark as we splashed throus^h

a little stream and swunj^ into a n^ad for the

all-nig:ht march, .\hout eleven o'clock we

h.alted hy the road. and. as an old s« tidier e.x-

jjressed it, waited for the Commissary to come

VI) and throw some canned heef at us. Lud-

low's Brig-ade lined hoth sides of the road with

bleeping forms, while they waited for the ra-

tions, and when the negro infantry came up

they appropriated the middle of the road.
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The Kid was finishing up his last hard-tack,

when a Cuban guide came up and announced

that he had "niucho hambre." The Kid told

him that was not at all an uncommon oc-

currence, and suggested that he would like

a smoke, to which the Cuban replied with a

mournful shake of the head. Two minutes

later he was calmly rolling a cigarette, while

the Kid played the part of an interested audi-

ence. Having smoked, he composed himself

lor shunhcr. It was a fatal step, for wlicn he

awoke, he f(jund his supply of tobacco dimin-

ished to a mere nothing, and the Kid sleeping

l^eace fully.

The negro troops were in a high good

humor. They had made the charge of the

day; they had fought with a dash and vigor

which forever established their reputation as

fighters, and which would carry them down

in the pages of history. To have heard them

that night no one would have ever thought

that they had lived for twelve mortal hours

under a galling fire. They were laughing and
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joking over the events of the day, in the same

manner they would have done had they been

returning from a picnic.

"Golly," laughed a six-foot sergeant, "dere

was music in de air sho' nuff. Dat lead was

Hying around in sheets, I tell you. I seen a

buzzard flying around in fnjnt of our line, and

I says to myself, 'Buzzard, you is in a mighty

dangerous position. You better git out uf

dat, 'cause dey ain't room out dar for a

muskeeter.'
"

Another remarked, *'Say. did you see dat

man Brown ; pity dat man been killed. He'd

a been a corporal, sho'."

In the utter exhaustion of the moment all

race and social distinctions were forgotten.

Officers lay down among their men and slept

like logs. The negro troops sought out soft

places along the sides of the road and lay down

with their white comrades. There was a little

commotion among the latter, and an officer was

heard to yell

:

**Here, v<)U man, take your feet off mv
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stomach. Well, I'll be damned if it ain't a

nigger. Get out, you black rascal."

As the commotion subsided, the negro was

heard to remark. "Well, if dat ain't de mos'

par-ticler man I ever see."

The arrival of the rations put an end to our

slumbers, and to the chatter of the darkies,

and we began to consider the proposition of

carrying half-gallon cans of tomatoes and

three-pound cans of beef, as well as the other

articles.

Most of the men contented themselves with

the hard-tack and coffee, and consigned the

beef and tomatoes to the brush to await the

Cubans, who were sure to find it. That was

one thing the Cubans could be depended upon

to do. They never allowed anything eatable

to go to waste, no matter where it might be

concealed. How we hated those cans of to-

matoes. A man would drag one for miles

until it seemed to weigh a ton. He would

swear at it and mentally resolve to smash it

int) smithereens. It became a burden which
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we detested with all our souls, and which we

clung to with a tenacity born of sad experience.

Men would cling to them, while they damned

them until tears would come to their eyes, and

anger would deprive them of speech.

A few miles' marching brought us to the

old Pozo house, and there we saw the result

of the previous day of fighting around San

Juan.

Dressing stations lined the road, and a con-

tinuous stream of wounded were pc^uring in

from the front. Some were walking, others

were being carried, and others were assisting

each other, while not a moan was to be heard

from any.

A volunteer regiment came up behind us.

They had disembarked the night before at

Siboney, and without waiting for baggage had

hastened to the front, hoping to get there in

time to participate in the fight. They were

almost breathless as they marched into the road

which led to Bloody Bend, and they were anx-

iously inquiring of every one if they were in
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time ici- :lie tight. As they came into the road

they met the string of wounded coming to the

rear, and they could hear the rattle of volleys

on the hills in their front.

It was a most reassuring token that they

were in time, but they did not seem to be in

so much of a hurry. The negro cavalrymen

who had come to the rear with the wounded

comrades, and who had improved the oppor-

tunity to spend a few moments gunning for

Spanish sharpshooters in the trees, wxre far

from encouraging in their information.

''Dat's all right, gemmen ; don't git in a

sweat; dere's lots of it lef for you. You

wants to look out for dese yere sharpshooters,

for dey is mighty careless with dere weapons,

and dey is specially careless when dey is officers

aroun'."

Their enthusiasm was considerably damp-

ened, and when we left them they were pro-

ceeding at a much more reasonable pace.

Tt was noon when we reached the firing line,

and as the firing had almost ceased, we lay
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down and l)egan to make up for lost sleep.

That night we slept in line, and l)efore going

to sleep, the Kid with due caution selected

a tree, mentally resolving that he would take

station l)ehin(l it in the event of hostilities

during the night. It was a hahit we acquired

that we always antici])atcd trouble by hastily

reconnoitcring with a \iew to shelter. S(^ the

Kid selected his tree and lay down near it f(^r

the night. It was the night of the "Xight

Attack/' and about ten o'clock a furious fusil-

lade from the trenches announced that there

was trouble somewhere. The Kid slept ])eace-

fully f)n. until a Hotchkiss gun was brought

into i)osition and commenced barking at the

enemy. The first shot disturbed his slumber,

and the second brought him to his feet, from

which position he made a graceful dive in the

direction of his tree. His dive was beautifully

successful, but his landing brought fc^rth a

veil which sent him l1\"ing ten feet lieyond. and

caused the Regiment's hair t(^ stand nn end.

The roar of profanity which followed explained
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the situation, as the Senior Captain wrathfuHy

inquired who in hell had jumped on him.

The attack was soon repulsed, and before

the firing was fairly over, the men were sleep-

ing again. The next day the firing was des-

ultory, and we devoted most of our time

searching for stray cans of beans and loose

hard-tack. If a man had any more than he

could eat, he carried the surj^lus with him, and

no emergency which could arise would ever

separate him from it.

An officer had succeeded in securing a news-

paper which was about two weeks old. During

our leisure moments we fought over that

paper. Xone of us will ever forget how earn-

estly and faithfully we read those ''Help

\\'anted" ads., or how we pondered over start-

ling bargain sales in ladies' shirtwaists and

other articles of wearing apparel, ''Marked

down for to-day only," or how we devoured

the fashion pages, struggling with the mysteries

of skirts cut on the bias, gores and panels, and
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other equally incomprehensible terms of the

millinery vocabulary.

Occasionally a volley or a stray shell would

come whistling over our heads, to remind us

that the Spaniards were still doing business,

and we would renew intimate relations with

mother earth for a while. That afternoon an

aide galloping along the line bore news of a

truce. The band climbed up on the hill, dug

tlie mud out of their instruments and aroused

the whole line with the familiar strains of

*'A Hot Time." Men forgot that they were

hungry, and danced and yelled like children.

They hugged each other as they yelled

themselves hoarse. \\'e forgot the hunger, the

heat, the mud and rain, in the enjoyment of a

period in which we could stand up without

ducking.
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CHAPTER VIL

THE SIEGE.

How long the truce would last or what its

results would be, were matters of little import

to us. The more material questions of sus-

taining life and obtaining a few of its luxuries,

in the form of tobacco and soap, absorbed our

attention. Wq were vastly more interested

in the arrival of the commissary wagon than

we were in the terms of a possible surrender.

If they made up their minds to surrender, all

right: if they did not, we would assist them

in reaching a conclusion which would meet

with unanimous approval: but if the beef and

hard-tack failed to arrive on time, there would

l)e the devil to pay.

The truce also afforded the opportunity for

settling a most important and vexatious ques-

tion. San Juan Hill, or rather the range of
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hills around Santiago had been captured, and

they had been captured with a dash and vigor

which made people stand around and gasp,

and wonder what the American soldier would

do next. Several thousand men had at dif-

ferent times during the fight succeeded in

making their way to the top of those famous

heights. Several thousand men now stood

ready and eager to produce proofs that they

were the first to reach the summit. A few

modestly admitted that they had been close

seconds. There were no thirds. It was a

question which threatened to destroy the har-

mony of the entire corps, and put lifelong

friends on official terms with each other. It

is small wonder that the Spaniards took to

their heels at the approach of this mighty

horde. Imagine the sight of several thou-

sand breathless, perspiring men, arriving in

a bunch and wildly yelling "first." \\*ar cor-

respondents found themselves losing their repu-

tations for veracity in endeavoring to reconcile

in their columns the numerous claims to this
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honor. It was generally thought that the

honor really belonged to a stampeded mule

who, getting mixed in his co-ordinates, had

charged the enemy's works and carried con-

fusion, with the impression that he was an

unusually large specimen of the "Yankee pig."

It was the only way of arriving at anything

like an amicable settlement of the matter, and

the mule carried off the honors.

If he was not entitled to the honor,

then honor was never mis])laced more appro-

priately. Wq read in bold-faced type of the

doings of many men of more or less rank, but

we never heard of the faithful mule who made

it possible for those same men to accomplish

what they did.

\\'e enjoyed those hours of respite. We
lived on the fat of the land—fat which came

in the shape of salted slabs from a Chicago

packing house. We ate and smoked and slept.

The pleasure of these few short hours was

mingled with the sincere sorrow which came

to us each succeeding day. From every side
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came the sad news of fallen comrades. Class-

mates, friends, companions of other days had

fought their last fight, and had laid down

their lives in the cause of freedom. Each

regiment had its fallen heroes to mourn. So

numerous seemed our loss that when we passed

a regiment we dare not ask for comrades, fear-

ing always that dreaded reply—killed.

The truce lasted some days, during which

time we moved to the riglit and began in

earnest the disagreeable task of intrenching.

This work was pushed forward night and day,

and we began to feel that something was wrong

when we discovered ourselves outside of the.

trenches and minus our shovels.

Our line crawled steadily around the crest

of the line of hills surrounding the city, and

as we went we left our mark in the shape of

a generous trench for those who followed. As

we worked we could see the enemv busily en-

gaged in a like task, and the sight lent addi-

tional energy to our endeavors. From time

to time the men would crawl im out of the
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trenches and view the proceedings across the

way. Then they would sHde back and go to

work. A recruit remarked one day, after a

lengthy survey of his and others' labors, that

we were not doing much fighting, but that we

certainly were tearing up the earth at an awful

rate. A battery of field guns pulled slowly

up to our position and announced that they

were going to remain. A groan went up from

the men, for they knew that it meant some

more digging. The artillery was not popular

with the men. From the fact that the red-

legged soldiers had not immediately destroyed

everything within a radius of ten miles they

concluded that they were generally worthless,

and that digginp- trenches for them was worse

than wasting time. But they went at the work

and dug a big, generous trench, remarking

that they proposed ''to fix them guns so that

they wouldn't get hurt." They were destined

to undergo a change of mind, and to apologize

to the artillery in a most luunble manner.

Truces became the order of the day, We
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had them in bargain-counter batches. They

had lost their novehy. and we had begun to

long for something more lasting or more su1>

stantial. A truce would end and we would

crawl into the trenches to await developments.

After an hour or so of waiting, someone would

stroll over and intjuire what we thought we

were doing, and we would discover that an-

other truce was in etiect. \\*e lost all track

of where they began or where they ended, and

gradually began to lose all respect for the

truces themselves. When we were not getting

ready for the terminatii)n of a truce or won-

dering if it was really over, we improved the

time by digging by way of keeping our hands

in.

One day during a truce, our Quartermaster

came riding into camp with a little pack train,

the sight of which brought every man to his

feet with a veil. Hungry as we were, and

long as we did f(^r t(M-)acco. the sight of a full-

stocked supplv dcjiot w(^ul(l n<^t have created

the commoti(^n which that little pack train
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caused. Strapped on each mule was a load of

bulging U. S. mail-sacks—the first we had

seen for weeks. The Regiment promptly pro-

ceeded to suspend business and follow in the

wake of those mules. The sacks were quickly

opened, and a dozen volunteers scattered the

contents to the eager throng of waiting men.

Each man waited impatiently until his name

was called and then responded with a yell.

Each man held those white, clean-looking

missives gingerly in his grimy fingers and went

away. It was a serious task, the reading of

those letters, and one not to be entered into

lightly or hastily. Each man sat down and in-

spected his share, laid them out in a row be-

side him and selected the first in order. After

careful deliberation the one selected was

opened, almost reverently and every word de-

voured. Oh ! the joy of those letters, those

clean, beautiful letters. They were like mes-

cages from some fairy land,—loving, anxious

words from those we had almost forgotten in

the strain of the passing weeks—words which
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filled us with joy. made us forp^et fnr the time

our surroundini^s and our dirty sleeves.

Contented, happy little smiles wreathed each

hearded face, little chuckles of delight and

murmurs of satisfaction came from every side,

as we read, and lived for a moment with our

loved ones. With a sigh, the last «Mie was

read and slowed away in the jxK'kets of our

Mue shirt><. to he read again and again. With-

out having witnessed it, no one can realize

the effect that mail from home can have on

troops. Where there had heen scowls, there

were smiles. Oiscontcnt had vanished, and

happiness reigned supreme.

11ic news that we could send mail home

created even mc^re of a stir than had its arrival.

Hastv searches revealed an alarming lack of

material. Stuhs of pencils assumed an un-

heard of \-alue, and i)aper of any kind was

priceless. Old n<^teh<^oks. wrap|)ing j^aper,

anvthing. was utilized, and. ])r<»ne upon our

stomachs on the ground, or doubled up in an

attempt to .use the knee for a desk, we labored.
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Our attempts were not artistic. Many ni them

are now treasured souvenirs. They were

crude and dirty, tied up with strini^s and guilt-

less of stamps. Init they carried joy to thou-

sands of hearts at home.

During the truces we were honored with

calls from our Cuban allies. That their calls

were not fraught with social purposes was

clearlv and (piickly demonstrated. Beneath

nn enticing smile, each of them concealed de-

igns on (lur commissary supply. They came

hurdened with glad tidings and voraci<)US aj)-

pclites. The friendliest of overtures on their

l)art was sure to he followed hy a heart-break-

ing appeal for hard-tack. \\"e grew wise, and

the approach of a patriot was the signal for

instant concealment of all eatables. We met

their most harrowing tales of privation w

others equally touching. We gave them full

cf svmpathv. but the commissaries we reserved

for ourselves.

b>|ually troublesome were the buzzards.

Cuba leads the world in buzzards, and they are

uh
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not modest al)out asscrtiiii^ themselves. Like

the patriots, their principal interest in life was

centered in the eatables.

In their pursuit of the latter they were even

more annoying, if possible, than the Cubans.

A man would seek out a shady spot in the

brush and compose himself for a nap. In ten

miiuites he would be awakened by the tlappini::

of wings, and would find himself the centre

of interest of a solemn assemblage of buzzards,

who eyed him reproachfully and mildly in-

sinuated that it was time for him to give up

the ghost for their benefit. They had a way

of making a man wonder if he wasn't impos-

ing (»n them by living.

An ( '1(1 sergeant had been sleeping peacefully

f(^r an hour, when he awoke t<^ find the usual

t1ock of buzzards assembled to pass upon his

fitness as a repast.

"Yez loike the looks of me. clo yez?" he

said, addressing them. *A\'e]I. 1*11 tell ye/,

my friends, that whin yez run uj) agin me.

you'll be monkeying with the toughest propo-
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sition that yez ever tackled, and yez'll all i^it

a fit of (lispepsy that'll follow yez to yer graves,

ye damned heathen turkey gobblers."

About this time our patience began to suffer

a strain. We had been granting truces in a

wholesale manner and they had deteriorated

in value.

Our lines surnnnided the city and it was

now a question of who W(tuld say "encnigh."

Personally we felt assured on the subject.

There seemed to be some lingering doubt over

ill the city, and it was thought to be about

the ])r(»per time to dispel it. So, on the tenth

of July we prepared to send our compliments

over in the shape of various sized projectiles,

unless they e.\i)erience(l a change of mind be-

fore four o'clock. They had evidently not

made u\) their minds, fc^r ])romptly on the

minute the first gun was fired and was followed

by a general fusilade along the entire line.

Finding that we were out of effective rifle

range we climbed out of our trenches, rolled

a cigarette, and prepared to get the full benefit
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of one of the grandest sights we had ever wit-

nessed.

Santiago is surrounded by a vast amphi-

theatre of hills, and from every point our

artillery was belching forth a deadly fire into

the city. For a time the return was vigorous.

Undisturbed as we were, we watched shot

after shot alternate between the lines. Some-

one of the enemy evidently concluded that we

were having more than our share of the fun,

and he sent a shrapnel flying over our heads.

A second followed, falling short and raising

a disturl)ance, which sent us tumbling back

into our trenches with an utter disregard for

safety of limbs. Our interest in the perform-

ance lagged, and we lay in our trenches and

contemplated the sky effects above us. Some

one ventured to assert that a man was in as

niuch danger in the trench as he was out of it.

Most of us thought dift'erently. \\> had built

those trenches and didn't feel disposed to see

our labor lost. Besides, we didn't care to

irritate that fellow with the six-inch gun. He
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evidently didn't care to be watched, and was

entitled to have his feelings respected.

One of the most prominent buildings in

the town is the cathedral, and that cathedral

was the particular object of interest of all the

men.

That it was not smashed in the first volley,

was a mild surprise ; that it had not been utterly

<lemolished in the first ten minutes was an

< aitrage.

They rose up and implored the artillery over

a distance of half a mile, "to lend them" them

guns" and they would blow the blanked thing

into the Bay. Then they gave the artillery up

in disgust, but when that shrapnel came fiying

over our heads they began to take renewed

and lively interest in it.

''What the hell are you thinking about?"

yelled one man to the battery about a mile

away ; ''don't you see that they are shooting

at us? Didn't I help dig that durn hole for

you?"

A moment later the battery addressed turned
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its guns on the irritable man with the shrapnel,

and the latter retired from business.

"It's all right about digging that hole, old

man," said the excited individual, and he sub-

sided into the trench with a sigh of content.

After the bombardment we again moved to

the right. I^^rom the line of hills we passed

down into the low-lying marsh at the head

of the Bay, and commenced the task of digging

our last set of trenches. Our line was now as

far to the right as we could go, and it was

generally believed that a decisive move would

soon take place. It was not a pleasing prospect

for us. In our front were barbed wire fences

and entanglements galore.

We began t(^ hope that a surrender would

save us a journey through that maze. That

the enemy were ])reparing to give us a warm

rece])tion was evident, for they were strength-

ening tiieir works, and fortifying the outskirts

of the town, in a mn^t C(Mn])lete luanner. Lv-

ing as we did, within four hundred yards of

their lines, we could t'- uni a fairly accurate
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ide? of what would confront us in the event

of an advance. Our Bri^^ade Commander

would ride up, look the situation over and

impart the cheerful information that we would

probably have the honor of being the first to

enter the city.

It is doubtful if we ever fully appreciated

the impending honor; certainly, we never en-

thused over it.

"When we starts to stroll across that field,"

said a rooky one day, "my mother can give my

old clothes to little Johnnie."

By the fourteenth of July our lines were

complete, and everything was in readiness for

a decisive movement. We had a truce on

hand as usual, but it was to terminate shortly,

and as there was no reasonable excuse for

further delay it l)egan to look as though some-

one would be hurt, unless the Spanish com-

mander decided to quit.

Back in the States various individuals were

directing the campaign through the medium

of lengthy newspaper articles, and were being
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ablv assisted at the front bv bellio^erent war

correspondents, who called long and loudly for

gore. Something had to be done to appease

this bloodthirtsy corps of pencillers, and the

poor Spaniard was the man who had to fur-

nish the amusement.

He finally concluded to die in his trenches,

and we prepared t(j give him all the assistance

in our power.

One o'clock had been set as the hour for

terminating the truce, and at that hour we were

to go into our trenches prepared for an after-

noon of lively business. It was not the kind

of an afternoon (^uting that a man would

usually outline for himself, but it had to be

done, and most of us were ready to do almost

anything which would produce that white

flag for the last time, and give us a chance to

take a bath.

It is a ticklish thing to crawl into a four-

foot trench and gaze at a maze of barlK^d wire

fences in (^ne's front, while one tries to calculate
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the chances of spending Christmas in the bosom

of his family.

The men were lounging in the rear of the

trenches. The officers, standing in a little

group in the rear, were watching the enemy's

lines.

"Gentlemen, in ten minutes the truce will

terminate and the firing begin. Take your

companies into their trenches," said the K. O.

Slowly we moved to our places, each man

wondering what the next few h(^urs had in

store for him and for the comrades he was

leaving. The men tumbled into their trenches,

made themselves as comfortable as possible,

patted out little loopholes in the parapet,

knocked away weeds which obstructed their

line of sight, took one long, careful squint

down their sights, and were ready.

Slowly the minutes ticked away and we

listened with strained ears for the shot which

was to start this, our last engagement. One

o'clock, and no gun gave forth the signal.

Down the line not a sound was to be heard

;
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not a puff of smoke marred the azure blue of

that tropical afternoon.

Five minutes passed and no gun ; the watch

was slow, perhaps. Every eye was glued on

the trenches in our front. The silence was in-

tense as the moments passed. Nothing could

he heard hut the buzzing of insects and the

twittering of tropical birds, and there was

nothing t<) indicate that there, facing each

other, lay two armies waiting a signal to tly

at each other in a fierce struggle of death.

A pebble rolling fn^m the jiaraj^et was heard

the length of the trench. A man would stir

(^r mo\e his rit1e. and a start wtnild pass down

the length of the trench, such was the tense-

ness of the moment.

Gradually as the time passed, jiositif^ns were

relaxed, long, deep breaths, like sighs, were

heard, and unconsciously the hand would steal

to the p(X^ket. Shnvly the practiced fingers

would roll a cigarette, and a l(~)ng deep uKnith-

ful of smoke would bring the man to conscious-

ness of his act. An hour had passed, and we
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left the trenches, to assume more comfortable

positions in the rear, where we lay silent and

motionless.

The reaction from such movements leaves

a man wonderfully weakened and wonder-

fully silent.

Far off to the left on the hills we could see

others leaving their trenches, and standing

silhouetted against the blue sky. Soon the

length of tlie line was indicated, as the troops

left their trenches and stood in the rear of

them. It was clear that we would have no

engagement that day, and we more or less

resented it. Every one of us appreciated what

seemed to be a new, if only a temporary lease of

life; but another truce only meant a repetition

of the past h(^ur, and we did not want that.

The lingering suspicion that perhaps they

had surrendered was strengthened by the sight

of horsemen dashing along the lines, and the

excited bobbing up and down of the groups as

they were approached. Group after group in-

dulged in a series of undignified antics at the
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approach of the mounted men, and we sat up

and took more interest in the proceedings.

Down across the broad, marshy meadow,

a horseman was urging his horse toward us

over on the right. Nearer he came, and we

could see the foam flying from his racing

horse.

"Gentlemen." he said, as he reined up in

front of the group of officers, who had ad-

vanced to meet him. "The General desires you

to consider the feelings of ynur late opponents,

and refrain from cheering." Then he told us

how we were at last the victors, of how thou-

sands of the enemy had laid down their arms

to us, and how our flag was to float undisputed

over all that southern province. The men had

heard. They were bareheaded as they silently

looked at each other as if for confirmation of

what they had heard. Handkerchiefs passed

over their grimy, perspiring brows, and seemed

to wijie away the d(^ubt and leave a smile.

Then they laughed aloud in their i(^y. They

threw their hats in every direction, and hugged
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and pummeled each other in their deHght.

They threw themseh'es on the ground, to roll

and kick and chuckle, and rise to pummel and

hug each other anew.

The Fifth Corps had carried its banner to

victory. In less than one month it had sailed,

had landed, had swept everything before it

in confusion, and had planted the Stars and

Stripes over a quarter of all Cuba.

That they had dealt the blow which was

to bring peace to two nations and freedom to

a third, they never dreamed, as they sat around

their trenches that night.
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CHAPTER \'III.

THE S U K K L N D E R.

It was three clays later when the formal sur-

render took ])lace.

A lengthy order prescribed the manner in

which the affair was to be conducted. There

is a great deal of fuss and feathers in con-

ducting a formal surrender. A man can't

simply say: "I've got enough," and then rpiit.

Neither can the other man rei)ly : "All right,

old fellow, shake; let's have a drink." and then

call it sfjuare.

War is a peculiar institution and soldiers

are funny jieople. War is primarily intended

to hurt people's feelings; and when it is de-

clared anrl the fighting in progress, the soldier

is a rude, violent fellow, whose principal in-

terest in life is to make his foe as uncomforta-
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ble as possible and keep him so until he quits.

But when it is over and the other fellow has

quit, the suldier changes tactics. It then be-

comes his buunden duty to show the other fel-

low how pleasant and agreeable he really can

be, and to convince him that he has had the

benefit uf training in polite society.

Of course, the man with the gun doesn't

have any of this duty to perform. He simply

goes along and makes an impression, good or

otherwise, on the man across the way, and

then depends on someone to smooth matters

over at the surrender.

That is one of the differences between the

man with the gun and the man with the sword.

There are other differences, such as j)ay, and

riding a horse. But the man with the sword

gets in his fine work at the surrender. I le

puts on his best suit of clothes, brushes up

his rhetoric, practices a pleasant expression, and

goes forth to bow and scrape and indulge in

a complimentary effusion, which would drive

a diplomat to shame. Any man can fight, and
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if he has plenty of time and powder, can make

a fairly good showing: but the man who can

officiate properly as one of the parties to a sur-

render, and do it to the satisfaction of the ac-

companying war correspondents, is a polished

and educated soldier.

It requires training to pound and bulldoze

a man into surrendering, and then convince

him that he is under obligations to you. An-

other fine point is to be able to take the pound-

ing and bulldozing, and then l(X)k pleasant

while you thank your opponent for doing it.

We prepared to do the thing in a way which

would be beyond criticism.

We loaned the staff all our spare clothes,

wherein to array themselves for the function.

Our place was in the background among the

brush and scenery, and our toilets did not de-

mand consideration.

The hour arrived. A gun was fired and

was followed at intervals by others, until the

conventional amount of gunpowder had been

expended in lowering the Spanish colors. We
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climbed up out of our trenches and assumed

an air of solemnity and dignity befitting the

occasion. Somewhere over in the city they

pulled down the flag; at least we presumed they

did, for we had been told that they would, and

it was not in evidence some weeks afterward,

when we went to see about it. We reposed

faith and confidence in our superior's behavior,

and tried to imagine that we were a necessary

factor in the celebration. It was a solemn

moment. Some of us could see the outskirts

of the town wherein these stirring scenes were

being enacted. We appreciated the lot of the

man in comic opera who lolls in the back

scenery and says, ''Oh!" or, "Hsil ha!" or,

'The King approaches."

After this solemn ceremony, we filed off the

scene, and waited while the proper exchange

of complimentary speeches was being effected

in the city. At the boom of a three-inch field

gun we once more stood up in line. This time

Old Glory was to go up, and according to the
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programme we were to cheer wildly while the

band attempted appropriate selections.

We cheered, and the band labored with the

"Star Spangled Banner," and it was all over.

Nothing now remained but to wait. There

was a rumor that we were to be sent home,

but it was not generally credited. It seemed

too good to be true, and we had learned to look

with suspicion on all rumors. W'q went back

into the hills, pitched camp, and settled down

to make the most of life until something should

[happen. During these first few days we had

time to devote to the consideration of our

toilets. A hole in the ground, lined with a

rubber blanket, made an excellent bath tub,

and we revelled in the deliirhts of beinsf clean

once more. As an old soldier remarked, we

began to renew acquaintance with our natural

complexions.

There were times when we had to retire

temporarily from society, while our limited

wardrobes were undergoing a primitive laun-

dering process.
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After the surrender and during the after-

noon, the Senior Captain had remarked with

much satisfaction that he proposed to enjoy

the luxury that night of taking off his clothes

1)efore he went to bed. It was something we

had not done for weeks. It seemed a good

idea, and we announced our intentions of fol-

lowing suit. At bedtime the Senior Captain

and the Kid retired to their dog tent. The

Senior Captain was the first to commence dis-

robing. The Kid seemed lost in deep reflec-

tion. The Senior Captain had removed his

leggings and one shoe, when he hesitated.

The look of complacency on his bearded face

faded, and was replaced by one of deep con-

cern.

"Kid," he said, "roll me a cigarette." After

puffing vigorously a moment, he tackled the

other shoe. "Say, Kid," he remarked, "don't

you think that you had better smoke, too?"

With a look of desperation the Kid began

to smoke furiously, and remove his clothes.
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'This tent is mighty close," he remarked, and

crawled out.

"Well, if you think that I'm going to stay in

there alone, you are mistaken,'' said the Senior

Captain, as he crawled out and joined him.

*'I guess," he added, ''that we had better not

try to introduce any radical changes in our

sleeping arrangements until we have had a

bath."

While at Chickamauga and Tampa we had

been deluged with sanitary literature. Vari-

ous misguided geniuses wasted valuable time

in propagating numerous rules whereby we

were to preserve our health in the tropics. We
were assured that a strict observance of these

rules would render us invulnerable to every-

thing but lead—an infringement of them, and

we should perish instanter. Some kindly lady

presented the Kid with a Jaeger band, and,

after having ascertained from the doctor what

portion of his anatomy it was intended to pre-

serve, he religiously wore it. The frequent

necessity of adjusting that band to its proper
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position gave him a rolling, hitcliy gait, which

was most appropriate to his life on shipboard,

but when the first day on land he had other

things to attend to and found that it had a way

of developing humps, and bundling itself up

under his belt, he peeled it off and consigned

it to the brush. A Cuban soldier discovered

i\ possessed himself of it, inspected it sagely,

and put it on, using it as a reinforcement for

his tattered trousers.

We had been enjoined to avoid exposing

ourselves to the sun, to refrain from sleeping

on the ground, to keep from getting wet, and

to abstain from the use of alcoholic liquors.

Obedience to the first rule would have necessi-

tated staying away from Cuba. As to the

second, most of us preferred the ground to a

tree, which was the only alternative. A spe-

cial dispensation on the part of the elements

was the only thing which could keep us from

getting wet. We were singularly free from

temptation to break the last rule. The Adju-

tant had a flask which he guarded as he did
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his hfe. One day in an indiscreet moment he

generously offered it to the Senior Captain, who

hastily raised it to his lips.

''Hold on there," yelled the Adjutant; "what

are you going to do?"

''Did you think I was going to smell it?"

asked the Senior Cai)tain, as a look of amaze-

ment overs])read his tacc.

"No," was the reply, "hut don't get reck-

less with it; give it to me."

Reluctantly the Senior Cai)tain liandcd hack

the flask, and watched the .Xdjutanl as he

fished out a teaspoon and slowly filled it from

the llask. "There." said the .Vdjutant, as he

handed over the sp(X>nful. "that's your dose,

old man."

We were also furnished with "Keys to Span-

ish," "Ihnv to Speak Si)anish in Three Hours."

and 'TTandy Leaflets of Useful Phrases."

They were replete with such valuahle queries

as: "Will ycnir honor please himself to direct

me to the next town?" or, "Does your honor

know'if this road is good for buggies?" but
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diligent search failed to discover anything like,

"Say, mister, got any tobacco?''

We had started out with a wholesome re-

spect for the various germs which are popu-

larly supposed to roam at large in Cuba, but

after a week in Cuba, we defied his germship,

for we felt reasonably sure that no self-respect-

ing germ would remain voluntarily in our

vicinity.

After the surrender it became necessary to

adopt stringent measures to keep the Cuban

soldiers out of the city. Some few of them

had families in the city, from whom they had

been separated during all the years of the re-

bellion. Some had been without news of

fcmily and friends for years.

Others were fired with a desire to partake

o^ the hospitalities of the place in the manner

befitting conquerors. Their conception of the

rights of conquerors was based on the spoils

system, and it was this that led to their ex-

clusion from the city. They began to borrow

liorses and any other portable property found
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loose. A Cuban soldier would stroll into town

and come flying out mounted on a horse

''loaned him by a friend."

Before the dust had settled behind his flying

form, his friend would put in his appearance,

perspiring freely and swearing volubly.

He would be followed by his family, weep-

ing bitterly and invoking the wrath of all the

Spanish saints on the head o.f our patriot.

Outposts were established on all of the ap-

proaches to the city, and intercourse between

the outside and inside was carried on under

supervision of a squad of our men. We were

ordered to search all people passing, for arms

and intoxicants, and to confiscate both. The

Cuban soldiers were simply saturated with

patriotic joy and pride, and it only required

the addition of Jamaica rum to complete the

combination and cause trouble.

Our task was not a pleasant one. On one

side of our lines would be a mob of Cuban

soldiers eager to enter the city, and on the other

side a crowd of friends and fakirs equally
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anxious to get out. Finding that their rum

was being confiscated, they resorted to every

device to smuggle it across the hues. They

finally found one which worked to a charm.

A starched and powdered little senorita,

basket in hand, would approach the outpost.

A model of innocent submission, she would

present herself to the ofificer for inspection.

The expression on that young gentleman's

face would indicate a strong desire on his part

to run away. Every one knows what it means

to search a woman's dress for a pocket.

To do it when the dress adorns her person

is a delicate operation, and one that most men

would not care to undertake. Gallantry and

innate modesty revolted at the idea of laying

violent hands on the young lady and mussing

up her toilet. A cursory glance at her basket

and a hasty sizing up of the general outlines

of the lady's figure would reveal nothing, and

with a reproachful look she would be passed.

Once passed and safe among her friends, her

timid submissiven^ss woiild vanish, and with
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a tantalizingly mischievous smile she would

produce from some part of her toilet a bottle

of the coveted rum.

Around those outposts occurred many a

touching family reunion. A young soldier,

ragged and dirty, would ride up. A boy dis-

patched into the town would carry the tidings

to the parents he had not seen for months.

Down to the outpost would come the father,

mother and sisters, hurrying along the hot,

dusty road. The young patriot was embraced

and kissed. He was held at arms' length and

inspected, and then embraced once more.

They chatted joyously as the tears coursed

down their faces. With arms around their

hero they would lead him to some shady spot,

and there overwhelm him with all the delicate

little attentions which loving hearts could sug-

gest. In the baskets they, had brought were

clothes for the ragged brother, food such as

he had not tasted since the call to arms had

taken him from the loved ones who now sur-

rounded him, and little luxuries which loving
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hearts remembered were dear to the young

hero.

A most proHfic cause of trouble were the

friendly visits of the Spanish officers and men

to our outposts. Their presence was a red

rag to the Cubans. A Spanish officer was

endeavoring to carry on a conversation with

a little Irish corporal one day. They were

bowing and scraping and waving their arms in

frantic gestures, while they endeavored to con-

vey their compliments to each other in their re-

spective languages.

A stalwart negro Major, with more rum

than discretion in his composition, took in the

situation, came up and seized the officer's hat

and threw it on the ground. The Corporal did

not take kindly to this interruption of an ex-

change of international courtesy, and the next

moment the Major was performing a back

somersault, while the little Corporal executed

a lively rifle-butt tattoo on his anatomy. When

he had reduced him to a more peaceful and
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courteous frame of mind, the Corporal viewed

the prostrate Major, and remarked

:

"Oi'll tache yez to interrupt a c^intleman's

conversation, and if yez do it aq-ain, yez'll get

hurted."

The Spanish officers were invariably friendly

and courteous. The men were for the most

part mere boys, whose smooth young faces

would not indicate the possession of such

courage as they had exhibited in the preceding

weeks.

Their curiosity to see their late opponents

was amusinc:. They inspected the big .\meri-

can soldiers with the same awe-stricken ad-

miration that they would a menagerie in a

circus.

"They arc men, after all." said an officer,

after he had watched the men intently for some

time; "they seemed more like devils. They

seemed to care nothing for their lives, and

the deadlier the fire, the faster they ap-

proached." He was evidently thoroughlv con-

vinced of his mistake, for later he was seen
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chatting in the friendhest manner, and ex-

changing souvenirs with one of the devils.

Back in the camp on the hills our command

was in a sad condition. We had moved back

shortly after the surrender, and had hoped

that on the higher ground we would escape

the terrible consequences of the previous weeks

of work and exposure. We had supplemented

the small dog tents with immense harbors of

brush and palms, and had ad(jpted all the

measures ix)ssible to prevent disease. We sent

to the Commissaries and laid in supplies for

ourselves and men. We had plenty of tobacco

and soap, and from the town we smuggled

out clothing, and began to feel at least semi-

civilized.

For a time it seemed that we were destined

to escape the dreaded tropical fevers, but as

the days went by, our worst fears began to be

realized. Men who had marched for days

under a broiling tropical sun, who had slept wet

and dirty, night after night in the dense Cuban

jungles; men who had suffered hunger and
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thirst iincomplainini^l}' wliilc l)<>nie up 1)V the

excitement <>f the work, now lav down ex-

hausted and racked with ai^ue and fe\er. which

^rachially sapped tlieir streni^tli and left them

helpless as babes. Company commanders saw

their men ^o down on all sides, and ji^roancd as

they realized their helplessness, (jreat strong

fellows who had laut^died and sung as they

marched and duL,^ in the trenches, f >un<l them-

selves weak as cliildren. and lai«l down and

cried at their helplessness. The rcL^iments

were i)ractically on their backs.

Like a balm came tlie rumor that we were

goinL^ h(»me; nothing;' definite, but just that we

were to be taken home. Day after day the

men lay there waitini;, stru,q"L^linj^ to li\c. uiuil

they could be carried back to the States.

Day after day would I'lnd some i)o :>r fellow-

denied a soldier's death, covered with his shel-

ter-half, waitini: {n be carried to the lonely

little gra\e on the hillside. Comrades, scarcely

capable <^f the task, would bear him painfully

to his nrraxe under the royal palms. A short
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prayer and taps, a brief letter to some anxious

hearts at home, and he was forgotten.

^len crazed with deHrium, would run,

shrieking and screaming, into the swamps and

jungles, and their comrades would spend the

nights in searching for them.

Homesickness, more terrible in its torture

than any fever, took possession of the men.

Steamboat fever, they called it, because each

sufferer thought and dreamed of the boat

V hich was to carry him h<»mc. until, in his de-

lirium, he saw it waiting for him, and struggled

weakly with those whom he fancied were de-

taining him.

The officers moved constantly auK^ig their

men, speaking here and there to a man. always

joking and laughing, and predicting an early

return to the States. There was one chaplain,

a noble man whom no one will ever forget.

Every day, it seemed, he came to perform the

last sad rites for some poor fellow, and then

stayed to cheer us all with his good-natured

chaff. He was never too ill to smile, never too
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weary to jolly some fellow into a laugh. His

passage through camp was more to the men

than all the medical stores in the Fifth Corps.

His cheery Irish hrogue and jully chuckles

gave many a man the strength to fight success-

fiilly the struggle of life and death.

The chaplain was extremely active and his

exertions told sadly on his wardrohe. It he-

came damaged to the extent of necessitating

a trip to town to replenish it. When he re-

turned, he was resplendent in white duck

trousers. The effect of these was somewhat

marred by the legend, ''Russia Duck/' in letters

two inches high, emblazoned across the seat.

The chaplain had nt)t (lisc<ncrcd this until his

return, and he consoled himself by saying that

in a week the letters would blend with their

surrounding color, and that in the meantime

he would have to practice court etiquette in

making his adieus. He might have come to

us in a suit of fig leaves, and he w(^ul(l have

l^een the most welcome man in the whole corps.

\\'hen invited to dinner one dav. he accepted,
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saying that he considered it the duty of every

good soldier to eat whenever food was avail-

able, and that he practiced what he preached,

for that was his third dinner that day.

That we were going home soon, was now

an established fact ; for already transports were

sailing out past Morro, laden with regiments

homeward bound.

It was only a question of time, and the length

of that time was our principal topic of con-

versation. Each of us calculated to a nicety

the exact date on which we would sail, and as

no two calculations were alike, there arose

a fruitful source of discussion and wagers.

Had all of those wagers been paid, the cham-

pagne market would have suffered a boom,

and the Army would have been a wildly in-

toxicated lot of returning heroes.

Finally one day the order did come. An

orderly pounded his way over from head-

quarters, and brought that precious order.

Preparations were scant and soon complete.

Each man had only to rise and put on hi5
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hat and belt, and he was ready. Wliat small

wardrobes we had, and other possessions, such

as treasured tomato cans and sardine boxes,

were either destroyed by order, or recklessly

abandoned in the joy of the moment.

We grew wildly extravagant, and made

vicious inroads on our supply of commissaries.

We dined magnificently, and filled the air with

clouds of smoke, while we tajipcd each others'

private bottles of rum in cheerful unconcern.

There was no need f(^r reveille that morn-

ing. We tumbled out of our l)lankets, drank

our tin cups of soldier coffee, and were ready

long before the sun popped up from behind

the hills. Our little dog tents were left stand-

ing. A long line of army wagons were wait-

ing to carry the sick.

The few who could march, shouldered their

rifles, fell in and marched slowly, weakly, down

the hill into the narrow jungle path. Behind

us stood the silent regiment of little tents, be-

fore us was Santiago, and out beyond the hills

was the blue ocean, home and loving hearts.
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CHAPTER IX.

HOME AGAIN.

Each face brightened, each weakened step

became more elastic, as we trudged for the

last time along that narrow little trail.

Shoulders that had been painfully droopy,

squared themselves, and drawn faces relapsed

into a smile. It was a pitiful remnant of the

gallant Regiment that had marched so gayly

out of its northern post a few months before.

The thinned ranks, the long line of wagons

loaded with the sick, told a tale of gallant

service. ]Men who had counted no physical

exertion too great, were now tottering pain-

fully, their clothes flapping mournfully around

their gaunt limbs as they struggled toward

the ship which had been their dream for weeks.

Down through the narrow streets and out on
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the long hot wharf they toiled, and were loaded

on lighters which bore them to the waiting

transport. Up the steep ladder, down hatches,

along slippery decks, until, all but exhausted,

they fell into their hanim(»cks, and with closed

eyes breathed a deep sigh of absolute content-

ment.

We had gone aboard and had taken stock,

had rushed hastily to the Captain and had

scuttled ash(^re. The transjiort had 1>ccn long

out of port, and the steward when approached

had sadly shaken his head and had showed

us an empty ice box. Hence the trip to the

Captain and. the v(\vage ashore.

Guided by a man of experience we had found

a source of supply, from which we returned,

each minus three silver pesos, and plus a gal-

lon of medical auxiliary. With a b(nuitiful

supply of cigars and our medical auxiliary.

we sought a shady spot on deck and were

ready.

After what seemed an interminable time,

our transport began to chug and rumble and
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go through the usual agony of getting up

steam. When we had about given up hope,

with a mighty shriek and a churn of her pro-

pellors, she began to gHde out into the channel.

As we realized that at last we were on the

journey which would end among our loved

ones, we arose, and in each throat was a some-

thing which choked the rising cheers.

The thought perhaps of those left behind

among the green hills, or of those who would

never complete this homeward voyage, lent

a sadness which stayed the tumultuous joy in

each breast.

Silently we glided down the narrow, wind-

ing outlet
;
past the bruised and mangled wreck

of a battleship, past the Merrimac, which from

an humble collier, had, in an hour, risen to

the glittering heights of world-wide fame,

under the shadows of the grim, battle-scarred

Morro, out into the deep blue ocean beyond.

As our transport turned its head and took its

homeward course, the sun dropped like a fiery

ball behind the horizon. Morro stood a grim
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specter behind us, and the low-lying hills

faded away like the dim memory of an un-

pleasant dream.

Supper time found us skirting rapidly along

the southern coast.

When the tables had been cleared away, we

found a piano, and crowded around it as we sang

once more the songs with which we had cheered

ourselves on our outward ccnirse. Our concert

came to an abrupt end when some enterprising

fellow inverted the long-forgotten sock, and

poured a stream of chips on one of the long

tables.

The Independent Order of Intellectual Im-

provement sat down to a joyous session. Each

prepared to renew acquaintances with the pic-

tured gentlemen to his pecuniary advantage

or disadvantage.

Long disassociation with chairs cast a tem-

porary gloom over the circle. For a time we

were ill at ease and felt a strong inclination

to take seat on the floor. This inclination was

attributed to shattered nerves, and prompt
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medical treatment was applied internally and

frequently, to our great relief. The use of

the auxiliary developed a wonderful faculty

to adaptability, and we occupied our chairs

with graceful repose.

Our pleasure during those few days was not

unalloyed. None of us had escaped the Cuban

fever and its attendant ague. Experience had

taught us the symptoms of an aj)proachmg

chill, and its occurrence was a thing we

dreaded. A theory that the malaria bug could

be preserved in alcohol, to the detriment of

its business ability, was circulated, and gained

in popularity.

Our little gaiety wac not continuous, and

was, as much as anything, for the purpose of

diverting our minds from our surroundings.

The transport was a floating hospital, filled

with weakened, emaciated men, whose vitality

rose and ebbed in the struggle for life. Each

day as we shortened the distance between us

and home, our transport would slow up and

stop. Only for a moment. There would be
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a hasty prayer, and from under the flag for

which he had laid down his Hfe, the remains

of some poor fellow would slip into the sea's

embrace. As the blue waters closed over him

we would steam slowly on. Each day, eacli

night, wild shrieks or low monotonous mut-

terings, would tell the tale of some overbur-

dened mind giving way under the strain.

One night as we were climbing into our

berths, there was a rush and a scuffle outside

of our doors. Shrieks and screams brought us

out to see a wild-eyed young fellow struggling

in the hands of the guard. The strain had

been too much for his tortured brain, and he

struggled there before us, demented. As his

cries rang along the passage-ways, head after

head appeared at the stateroom doors. The

Major came forth clad in his pajamas. He
was small, excitable and irritable.

''Can't something be done to stop him?" he

inquired of the doctor who was endeavoring

to soothe the man.
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"I'm afraid not, at present," was the doctor's

reply.

"Well, then, you can just get ready for me,

for I shall be yelling with him in about ten

minutes," groaned the Major.

"Hold on, Major," called the Kid, as he

appeared on the scene with his medical supply.

"It's all a matter of nerves. Take proper care

of your nerves and you'll be all right."

"Yes, after all, it is only a matter of nerves,"

replied the Major, as he administered a liberal

dose of the soother and swallowed a chaser.

"Nerves demand lots of attention," he con-

tinued, after a moment's deliberation; "they

shouldn't be neglected," and he reached for

the jug.

The doctor had partially restored his patient

and he had been removed. As the Major re-

tired to his stateroom he was heard to re-

mark: "You all righ' ; 's matter of nerves."

Day by day we sped onward—slowly, it

seemed to us—toward that rocky little wind-

swept point, dear to us because it was home.
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Each sun seemed brighter, more glorious, as

we steamed northward. Each night, closing

in like a pall behind us, swallowed deeper the

grim specter of the past weeks.

One August morning when the sunlight

flooded our decks and bathed us in its glory,

we awoke to find ourselves anchored in a little

harbor. As each man raised himself trem-

blingly on his elbow and hooked, he saw the low

green hills of Long Island stretching out be-

fore him. Bright, beautiful and green; clean,

sweet and healthy lay before us the land we

had learned to love more dearly with each

day's exile.

Out on the green hills was a tented city

where friendly hands were waiting to guide us

in the search for health.

We lined the decks as our transport made

fast to the dock.

**Say, come here, quick," cried the Kid.

''Hurry, fellows ; you d(^n't know what you are

missing."

There was a rush and a chorus of inquiry.
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The Kid pointed mutely, almost reverently

to the dock. There, watching- our transport

closely, were three American girls. Three

glorious American girls in clean, crisp shirt-

waists, and dainty, spotless skirts. We de-

voured them silently and in detail. Not one

item escaped us, from their fluffy parasols and

chic sailor hats, to their shapely, well-shod

feet. Not one little detail but had its meed

of silent, worshipful admiration. Uncon-

sciously they charmed us, fascinated us, and

held us in speechless joy. A thousand pairs of

eyes were glued on them, followed every move,

every expression, with delight. Soon they

turned and strolled away, all unconscious that

they had been the object of a thousand soldiers'

worship.

We turned with a sigh from this delightful

moment to our duties. There were men to be

taken ashore, carried like babes, and sent to the

hospitals waiting to receive them. There were

others to be taken to the camps, where they

could lie and breathe the fresh sweet air which
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gave stren^T^tli with every hreath. All thnnigh

that day we toiled to send (uir sick t(^ the hos-

l)itals, and to care for and encamj) those few

who were still ahle to waver along in the ranks.

It was a pitiful sight as that little column

wound slr)wly up the hill to its camp. Anx-

ious i)arents and relatives had hovered around

us all day. waiting until a moment's leisure

would give them their looked-for hero. As

the little column filed away they followed,

trudging by his side. With an arm around

some staggering, bearded, hollc^w-eved soldier,

would he seen the old father, on his shoulder

the ritle with which his hi "V had fcnight his

country's fight.

Once in camp, we sat down and waited t(^

he lionized and fed. We were more interested

in the latter. We must have been a most satis-

factory lot of heroes to deal with, for we were

always ready t(^ eat or drink or t<^ he nursed.

We were in the liands (^f our friends, and anv-

thing that pleased them pleased us. T(^ the

anxious inquiry, ''Can't I do something for
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you?" we invariably replied in the affirmative,

and if the questioner had nothing particular on

tap we would assist him with suggestions.

We were generously inclined. We consid-

ered it our duty to the public to provide it with

a safety valve for its surplus ardor and en-

thusiasm. We recoiled at the idea of allow-

ing anyone to go away feeling that they had

been unable to do something for their noble

defenders.

We assumed an air of sadness or joy, as

the occasion seemed to demand, and recounted

to our visitors our experience, with lurid em-

bellishments.

To an anxious little miss a youngster re-

l)lied : ''Madam, I blush to say it, but I long

fur pajamas." The pajamas came by mail

the next day, but the little lady never re-

turned.

A couple of youngsters, having been prop-

erly fed and finding time hanging heavily on

their hands, sought amusement in the passing

crowds and found it. Sitting solemenly in
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front of their tent they would wait patiently.

Their prey would approach in the form of a

portly, perspiring old gentleman towing a cou-

ple of sweetly benevolent young ladies.

"Soldier."

This was the youngster's cue. "Sir?" and

he was standing attention, hat in hand.

"Can you direct me to the 71st?" would be

asked.

A puzzled expression would cloud the

youngster's brow. "71st what?" he would re-

ply.

With astonishment written on every square

inch of his perspiring face, the portly gentle-

man would condescend to explain. It was the

71st New York that he sought.

The youngster's bewilderment would he in-

creased. He would appeal to his c<^mpanion :

"Say, do you know of any such (Uitfit?" A
mournful shake of the head would be the only

reply.

By this time the portly gentleman wt^uld be

staring wild-eyed at them and wondering
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whether or not he had wandered into the deten-

tion camp for huiatics.

"I shall have to ask you tc) pardon my igno-

rance," tiie youngster would conthiue, smiling

suavely and sweetly. "You see we have just

returned from Cuba and are not acquainted

with these State troops."

The portlv old gentleman, snorting with

virtuous uuhgnation, would sail away; his fair

convoy, bestowing one glance of un>peakable

contempt, would follow in his wake. The

voungster and his comi)ani(Mi would retire to

their tent and -ilently roll on their cots in an

agony of laughter.

b:vervthing was hurry and bustle. The

seventy millions of good people of this country

were straining every nerve in an effort to re-

lieve our wants and restore us to health.

Nothing was spared. Delicacies poured in

(iaily by the carload for the men whose only

food for weeks had been bacon and hard-tack.

Everything that money could accomplish was
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being done to recompense our troops for the

long weeks of suffering and pri\'ati()n.

Still there was one thing that we all banged

for with all the intensity of our iiearts. That

one thing was home. Gentle, loving wi^men

were laboring day after day to nurse us back

to health, (^ur i»nly desire fnr strength was.

that we might be all<)we<l in attempt the

journey home.

Restless and irritable, we fretted until we

held in (^ur hands the blessed jiaper which gave

us our liberty. With feverish impatience wc

toiled down to the little station and waited.

Around us. hundrccls of others were waiting,

pacing the narrow platform, leaning wearily

against the little depot, or lying prostrate on

the gnnmd. all waiting the train which was to

bear us home.

The Kid. with the rest, had succumbed and

had lain silently, (piietly (^n the little cot in

the hospital, l^ach day it seemed to him that

he was strong again. l\ach day he w«»ul(l tell

the white-capi)ed nurse that he couM walk,
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and that he was going home this time surely.

He would rise and totter a few steps, only to

fall into her ready arms and be l)orne back

to his cot and s(X)thed with promises that he

would l)e much slrfuiger soon.

Far awav on the Western ])!ains, Ux) far to

come to their soKlier bcty. were waitini;- the

father and mother, the brothers and sisters.

One day the nurse came smiling to his cot,

and laid in his hands the coveted leave. Com-

rades came up to the hospital and helped hini

in iiis eager prei)arations, escorted him safely

to the train and wrung his hand in a liearty

farewell. The train came in and he climbed

wearily aboard. Sinking back on the cush-

ions, with closed eyes, he began at last the

journey to his loved ones.

Across the country he raced, all too slowly

for him and for those waiting impatiently at

home.

Kindly, gray-haired old veterans who had

returned as he was returning, had hobbled to
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tlie train to make him comfortable and cheer

him on.

He was sitting carefully bundled up in a

cozy corner of the piazza one sunny autumn

mornmg. With little cuddles and pats, mother

and sisters were hovering around their hero.

Up the walk the postman was coming, and the

sister ran to meet him. She came dancing

l)ack. waving joyfullv a long, thin roll, bear-

ing the official stamp of tlie War Department.

Ti was opened, unrolled and spread out upon

the Kid's knees. The long-looked-for, richlv-

deserved promotion had come to place a bar

upon his shoulder.

As he gazed at the parchment which meant

'^^ much to him, the look of pleased satisfac-

tion faded from his eyes.

His thoughts wandered back to the lonely

hills around Santiago—l)ack to the gallant fel-

lows whose lives had been laid down, and

who with sheathed swords were waiting that
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last assembly,—back to those to whom deatli

only had brought promotion.

Tears flowed down his averted face, and the

commission fluttered unnoticed to the floor.

IKE END.
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